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1Chapter I. Research Intention and Rationale
In 1982, an OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development) panel which was invited for an overall review of the
Hong Kong education system, delivered its report to the governor.
It expressed the following concern about education policy-making
in Hong Kong.
There is a pervasive feeling that responsibility
and knowledge about what is happening lies
elsewhere but no-one is sure where this is, or
who holds the master plan (Perspective, 1981:15-
16)
This is a true reflection of the situation that research or
study of educational- decision making in Hong Kong was very rare.
In-depth researches into educational issues were usually produced
by a few dozens of scholars in the two universities and some of
their graduate students.
Among the major recommendations of the OECD report was the
issue of medium of instruction and the principle of positive
discrimination. They later endorsed by the Education Commis-
sion, formed as a result of the OECD report in 1984. The
Commission stated:
that all other things being equal, teaching and
learning would be more effective if the medium of
instruction were the mother tongue, a view
endorsed by the.panel, and that the consequential
loss of exposure to English might result In a
fall in the standard of the latter language, we
2recommend that individual secondary school
authorities should be encouraged to adopt Chinese
as medium of teaching." (ECR, 1.984)
It further recommended that
"secondary schools which use Chinese as the
instructing medium should be given additional.
resources to strengthen the teaching of English
to avert any consequential drop in the standard
of English due to reduced exposure." (ECR,
1984:43)
The provision of the additional resources was based on the
"policy of positive discrimination" assistance scheme would
provide a standard-size secondary school which teaches everything
other than English in Chinese:
1. two additional teachers of English, possibly one graduate
and one non-graduate, so that English. lessons in secondary
one to two can be conducted in smaller classes. This is
regarded as more effective in teaching.
2. movable partitions for dividing classrooms to create
addition rooms required as a result of split classes.
3. a second wire-free induction loop system to schools which
are eligible for one or more additional English teachers.
4. an on-off library grant for the purchase of additional
reading materials in English as well as other teaching aids.
As for other secondary schools, additional resources would
be provided in proportion to the amount of teaching conducted in
Chinese.
In addition to the provision of additional- resources, the







make available a set comprehensive and clear guidelines to
assist individual secondary school authorities to decide on
the language mode of instruction. The guidelines may,
amongst most other things, include possible language medium
models and how schools can shift from Chinese to English by
level, by subject or by a combination of these methods
having regard to their individual circumstances,
provide secondary schoo 1 s wi.th informati on on the Engli sh
proficiency of their secondary 1 entrants to assist them in
s t reaming t h e i r pupi 1 s .
modify teacher preparation for new and serving teachers to
prepare for a wider use of Chinese in the classroom;
compile handbooks with technical terms in both languages for
the various subject taught in secondary schools;
redesign the Chinese English syllabuses and arrange for
publication of textbooks in both languages.
put. an end to the distinction between Anglo-Chinese and
Chinese middle schools by encouraging the removal of such
refere n c e s 1 r oin t: h e n a ni e s o f t h e s c h oo 1 s .
In May, 1986, the Education Department issued the long-
awaited language policy paper to all government and aided
schools. The paper condensed the 1 anguage issue to an assistance
scheme. It stipulated that schools which adopt Chinese as a
medium of instruction would be provided with additional staff and
material resources as recommend by the Education Commission
Report, (liereinaf ter ECR , 198 4) .
While the Education Department encouraged schools to enter
4the scheme, it emphasized that the choice was entirely left with
the school authorities. All schools, whether they would change
their language policy or not, were required to reply by the end
of June, 1986. The deadline was subsequently postponed to the
end of October of the same year. Decision-making at the school
level which would have a lasting effect on Hong Kong education
was envisaged. In fact, as clearly stipulated in the circular,
the Education Department requested that the information should be
circulated to all members of the teaching staff. It was obvious
that since the choice was up to the schools and the decision had
a long lasting effect on individual schools, various individuals
or groups would be involved in the decision making process.
In this paper, these individuals or groups bound by similar
interests are regarded as decision makers of different levels.
The decision made is therefore an outcome of the interaction of
the decision makers. Involvement in the decision-making
process in most schools rated high (Lai, 1987). Public opinion
was in favour of change. However, when the scheme came into
implementation in 1988, less than one quarter of the schools
chose to adopt Chinese. Thus, those who were concerned with
education asked, How are decisions made?
The present paper is an attempt to understand the
educational decision-making through a case study, namely, the
language issue defined as the choice of the mode of medium of
instruction of a Hong Kong secondary school.
Studies in educational decision-making had for some years
derived its theoretical framework from social sciences,
especially from political science and management science
5(Griffiths, 1959).These models of decision-making drew very
heavily on the works of Barnard and Simon who regarded
rationality as the underlying principle of decision--making.
Rationality, in its simplest form, could be defined as the
intention to maximize the means-end. relationship (Simon, 1964).
Decision making in this sense is a somewhat mechanical and
predictable activity. Continuous effort in the studies of
educational decision making revealed that decision making process
in institutions such as universities, owing to its ambiguities
in goal and organization, underwent a different process as
revealed by past studies. Decision-making in these institutions
could be viewed as a process having many effects unrelated to
outcomes rather, it is a series of technicalities focused only
on goal. achievement (March, 1982).
Though time, new models have evolved which marked a
departure from the notion of rationality. A notable example is
the Garbage-Can model (Cohen et al., 1972 Cohen March, 1974
March Olsen, 1976). This model emphasizes that decisions are
products of the confluence of relatively independent factors at a
given time,'. The traditional assumption of maximization of
means-end relationship i s not adequate to explain the given
situation. As a result, the notion of legitimacy evolves as an
alternative principle. Cheng (1987) in his seminal work of study
of two episodes in educational policy-making in Hong Kong, made
use of the concept. of legitimacy as an alternative to rationality
and developed two parallel explanations to the episodes. Cheng
attempted to prove that, in addition to the well-versed
rationality explanation in decision making process, legitimacy
6could be employed as a perspective of explanation. The present
study follows the example of Cheng (1987) and attempts to
understand decision-iinaking process in local secondary schools
level by developing a legitimacy explanation of certain issues as
an alternative to rationality explanation.' In the course of
reporting, the two different perspectives of interpretations will
be presented.
The present study, however, does not focus on discovering
the reason wh_ schools are apathetic to the recommendations but
rather concentrate on utilizing the issue as opportunity to
examine the decision-making process in secondary schools in Hong
Kong. The study is to discover and identify facts on the
decision-making process and try to explain the facts by
alternative perspectives, namely, the notion of rationality and
the notion of legitimacy with the purpose of establishing the
validity of a legitimacy explanation. These explanations may
offer very different answers to the question why?. The
present study also intends to discover the role of various
actors in the decision--making process and their interactions.
This may add to the understanding of the decision making process
at school level.
Alm and Nature of the Study
The aim of the present study is to understand the decision-
making process. It pertains to a basic analysis of the dynamics
of decision-making process and hopefully to the enrichment of our
knowledge in this respect. It belongs to the camp of
researchers in Husen's two cultures (1984:8). The study
7therefore bears all the characteristics of an academic research:
it is to be judged on the basis of academic, scrutiny. In Husen's
and Kogan's observation, there was a mistrust between educational
researcher. and policy makers. Educational research concentrated
on the logistic and comprehensiveness of their theoretical
system, whereas policy makers asked questions about the
practicability of such researches. In many cases, effort made by
both parties did not nourish one another.
However, the basic nature of the research does not preclude
its relevance to educational practice. There is in Hong Kong an
excessive belief in formal structure, in the system and
procedures of policy-making which in reality contribute only
modestly to the shaping of public policies. As Cheng (1987)
argued, decision making could be a matter of defence of the
actors' legitimacy rather than the maximization of goals. If
the study can succeed in revealing and explaining the real
dynamics in decision making in an educational institution, it
might help people to readjust their conceptions and attitudes
towards educational decision-making.
8Chapter II Review of Literature and Theoretical Framework
The aim of this study is to search for theory or to discover
theory to explain the acquired data, and to generate hypotheses
there from.
The purpose of this section on theory is therefore not to
delineate the theoretical framework in which the research
operated, but to represent the theories encountered during the
study. In fact, data and theory interacted dynamically in the
course of the study. The writer constantly reminded himself to
remain objective in the course of searching theories to interpret
the data. He had to be open to all possible arenas of
explanation. However, as a focus of study, the writer is
especially interested in the possibility of applying the notion
of legitimacy as a new perspective of interpretation, as an
alternative to the well-developed theories connected with the
notion of rationality. The notion of legitimacy has recently
evolved as a significant concept in educational decision-making.
This is basically the product of 'the study of education
institutions in the 1970s. Cohen et al., (1972) developed a
decision making model termed organized anarchy to address choice
processes under conditions of ambiguity in organizations. These
conditions will be discussed at a later stage.
The writer starts with a basic question: How are decisions
made?
There is never a shortage of theories or models in the study
of decision-making. This section surveys some of these theories
and models, especially those that are pertinent to aims of this
research. An attempt is made to classify them, and to see how
9they can be useful in explaining the decision-making process of
the language -issue and to identify possible alternatives.
The first part of this section will discuss the two key
concepts underlying the studies of decision making. They are
(1) the notion of rationality and (2) the notion of legitimacy.
This is followed by a section on the review of literature on
educational decision-making and discussion on how the two con-
cepts were transcribed into different models that help to open up
new avenues to the understanding of decision-making process in
the educational field. The section will seek to establish that,
the notion of legitimacy, though less thoroughly developed in
term of its theoretical construct as compared to the notion of
rationality, is academically valid and warrants further research
into its applicability. It follows that in the process of field
work, in this case the interview sessions, the writer, though.
remains open l11 the course o1 interviews, looks for data that
help to explain the different dimensions of legitimacy. The last
section discusses the basic considerations of_ the school
authorities in the language issue.
The Notion of Rationality
In his seminal work to explain the Cuban Missile Crisis,
Allison (1971) puts forward three parallel perspectives to
explain the episode: the rational models, the organizational
models and the political models. Each model produces different
explanation.to the acquired data. These have since also been
borrowed by writers in the field of educational decision-making
10
(e.g. Peterson and William's, 1972 Crowson, 1975 Benjamin and
Kerchner, 1982 Lane, 1.983 Kirst, 1977). The study stimulated
the present writer to consider decision making in a multiple
perspective. Allison's 3 models can be regarded as good summary
to the decision-making models based on Rationality as their
theoretical constructs. The following review will make use of
Herbert Simon's classic definition of rationality as a basic
principle to classify Allison's models and other related
theories.
Herbert Simon discusses decision-making in the context of both
management science and political science. Central to his discussions are his
insights on rationality. Simon follows the classical definition of
rationality:
In a broad sense, rationality denotes a style of
behavior (A) that is appropriate to the achieve-
ment of the given goals, (B) and within the
limits imposed by sure conditions and constraints
(1964).
He distinguishes substantive rationality and procedural
rationality as the two forms of rationality (1985:294). In
essence, the concern of substantive rationality is the
substance or output of decision-making that of procedural
rationality the procedure or the process of decision-making.
In Simon's own analysis, the focus is on the behavior of the
decision-makers:
Behavior is substantively rational when is appro-
priate to the achievement of given goals within
the limits imposed by given conditions and
11
constraints. .....Behavior is procedurally
rational when it is the outcome of appropriate
deliberation. Its procedural rationality depend
on the process that generated it (1976: 130-131).
Substantive rationality is also referred to as objective
rationality because here the decision is based purely on
constraints that arise from the external situation (Simon,
1985:294). On the other hand, procedural rationality can also be
referred to as subjective rationality because it takes into
account "the limitation of knowledge arid the computing power" (or
bounded rationality) of the decision-maker (Ibid).
The relevance of Simon's notion of rationality to this study
is its distinctive separation of substance from "procedures" of
decision-making and its emphasize on the importance of the
procedure". This pertains to the relationship hetween means and
end in decision--making.
Substantive Rationality
Simon' s substantive rational model is usually realized as
the rational model in classical sense, or comprehensive rational
model as it is sometimes called. This is typically represented
by following 5 steps (adapted Lrom (adapted trom carley,1980:11).
1. identification of problems and criteria for solution,
2. survey of alternative solutions,
3. estimation of consequences,
4. comparison of consequences,
5. selection of an optimal solution.
The basic assumptions in this classeal rational model, as
12
reflected by Simon, include
1. It assumes that there are definite distinctive goals in
decision-making.
2. It assumes that decision-maker is a rational man or an
entity that acts as a single rational man.
3. It implicitly assumes that decision maker has the intelli-
gerlce to acquire full information and full capacity to
analyze it, or at least is able to assess the probabilities.
4. It follows that given a particular situation, there is a
unique optimal solution to each problem such a policy-making
process can be conveniently referred to as one of maximiza
tion" or "optimization.
5. Most relevant to this study, such a process assumes that
decisions are made orl a process where the "end" determines
the "means". In group decision-making, there is an identi-
fiable consensual goal which determines the consensual
procedures.
Later researchers discovered that rational model in
c1assiead sense is inadequate to explain decision-making in
reality. New models evolve subsequently.
Procedural rationality
Simon's notion of procedural rationality can be realized in
a number of theoretical frameworks of decision-making, viz. as an
amended classical rationality model, as an organizational model
and as a type,of political. model. The following paragraphs intend
to discuss briefly on each of them.
incremonlal i sin can be regarded  as an amended version of 
c ] a s s i c: a 1 r a t i o n a 1 i t y . 
Ij i 11 d b 1 o m a r g u e s t h a t i n order to be national in the  
c]assica1 sense , one has to be cornprehensive .That is,one has
t; < > h a v e f u J 1 a e c e s s t o c c a in p r e h e n s i v o i n Co r m a I 1 o n a n d £ u 1 1
competence to analyze the alternatives. Lindt)lorn argues that 
this is not impossible in reality. He further argues that actors 
that in decis ion-anaking "fall back on agreement whenever it can 
be found" (Lindblom, 1959). This deviates significantly from the 
classical rational model because the actors arrive at consensus 
even if they disagree on the goals. Lindblom names this model as 
successive limited comparison or limited rationality, where only 
a limited number of solutions which are not far apart from the 
status quo can be safely selected. As a matter of consequence, 
m"a n * 1 ftct-ed without reference to a
An attempt to adopt the incrementalism notion to explain 
educational decision-making can be found in Hochschild* s 
comprehensive analysis of school segregation in the United States 
(1984). Lindblom’s incrementalism comes very close to Simon's 
"Satisficing model". In Simon's view, the decision-maker's 
rationality is bounded not only by the lack of full information 
and capability, but also by his/her particular values. In the 
case of decision made by an organization, the actors in the 
decision who disagree in values tend to accept the solution which 
r e c e i v e s earl y consensus . T la e dec i s i o n - in aking P r ° c e s s  ^s 
therefore a "satisficing" process (Simon, 1957b) in which the 
actors in the decision discover and select satisfactory 
alternatives rather than an "optional" solution.
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By ad<.>pt i ng t he above r a t i o 11a 1 es , organizat i.ona 1 rnodels 
e m p 11 a s i z e th e o r g a n i z a l i o n a 1 i n flue n e e o n d e c i s i o n -making e i t: h e r 
in shaping the goals or determining the constraints i ri attaining 
them. For example, Cyert and March (1963) studied behavior in 
bu sine s s fir m s a n d f o un d t h a t o r g an izati o na 1 strue tu res and 
c o n ven t i o 11 a 1 p r a c t i c e s h e a v i 1 y i n f 1 11 e n c e t h e d e v e 1 o p rn e n t o f 
goals, the formulation of expectations and the processes of 
ehoice i n bus i. ness f ir ins ( Jenkins , 197 8:34) . A 1 lison f ur t her 
postulated that in bureaucratic organizations such as a govern­
ment, decisions were made where (a) most of the behavior is 
determined by previously established procedures; (b) decision 
procedures have become routines that decision-makers in the 
government are given only limited choices and (c) decisions have 
to be made within narrow constraints (Allison, 1971:79).
In genera], a decision-making process can be regarded as 
"political" if there are conflicting goals among the decision­
makers. The goal-conflicting actors may come to a decision by 
consensus on the procedure of how an acceptable decision can be 
made. The consensus is therefore one in the process and not in 
the goals, as different from the preceding models. In many 
cases, goal conflicting actors do not even come to a consensus 
c:oncer n 1 nq the peggedu r e _o_f _ d ec i s ion -mak i. ng , e . g . t he re i. s no 
definite answer to who should be involved in the decision-making. 
Tn t; h i s c a s e , decis 1 on s ar e made by in t e r ac t: ion s among t he 
actors. This model is not; included in Simon's notion of 
r a t i o 11 a 1 i t y b u 1 t (> u n (\ ] ri t p e w 0 r k o f A11 i s o n a n d o t h e r s a n d i s
regarded as Par t i c. ari r a t i ona 1 i ty . Such i n tenactions invo 1 ve 
eit.her peaceful negotiations, persuasions, or rather antagonistic
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domination or even coercion. Decisions are produced as a result
of such interactions and not as a result of any consensual
procedures. Notable examples include: Allison's government
politics paradigm that decisions are resultants of political.
interactions (1971), Archer's assertion that decision-making
process can be viewed as a process of political bargaining or
exchange of benefits (1979), Lindblom's persuasion by which one
interest party exerts control over others in a polyarchy
(persuasion includes propaganda, indoctrination, advertising,
campaigning, scientific analysis) (Lindblom, 1977:52-54
1980:30), Lowi's manipulation of process (Lowi 1970), Bachrach
Baratz's Control of Agenda (1963), Lukes' Latent influence
that the dominant power may exercise influence to shape people's
preferences (Hain Hill, 1984:68).
Three alternatives to explain the decision-making process
has been discussed so far: (1) the classical rational model or
Simon' substantive rationality where there is consensus in the
goal as well as the procedures (2) the organizational model,
the bureaucratic model and the model of political consensus, all
as variations of Si_mon's procedural. rationality where there are
conflicts in goals but consensus in the procedures and (3) the
partisan political model not included in Simon's notion of
rationality where there are conflicts in goals as well as in the
procedures. A summary table is found below.
C l a s s i f i cat! on o f Rat i ton a 1 Mod els
Goals Procedures
Substantive Rationali ty consensus consensus
P r o c e d u r a 1 Ratio n a 1 i t: y conf Li ct consensus
Partisan Rationality conflict conflict
The coherence in terms in the above discussion is important. 
In a way, the actors in the partisan political model are rational 
(in common sense). They are rational in the sense they are 
conscious of their goals, each has his own axe to grind, but they 
do not come to consensus in the procedures of making decisions. 
They are therefore not "rational" in Simon's sense. To Simon, 
consensus in procedures is a key element in rational decision­
making. This will ensure the adoption of "means-end" paradigm as 
a basic principle to decision-making.
Despite their different focuses in the course of decision 
making, the above classifications of rational models have one 
element i n c o m m o n . T h e y all. a s s u m e t h a t t h e rn a i n c o n c. e r n o f 
a c t: o r s i n dec: i s i o n m a k i n g is t h e dec! s ion o u t p u t w h i c h p r o d u c: e s 
the most desirable consequences. This is commonly noted as the 
"goal-maximization" paradigm. However, writers such as Habermas 
(1973) took a very different perspective in understanding the 
process of dec i s i o n rn a Icing. T h e y argued tha t a c t o r s in d e c i s i o n 
making, on some circumstances, concerned more about their power, 
positions and roles in decision making. Their main concern was 
not the output but rather their own identities as actor of 
decision making. This introduces to the notion of legitimacy, 
as a complimentary and alternative concept (as contrast to
17
Simon 's rationality) to rationality in decision-making.
Legitimacy in Decision-making
Legitimacy is a concept fairly widely used by writers on
decision making who are not satisfied that Simon's notion of
rationality as adequate to explain the decision making process.
The notion, though broadly found in the literature of decision
making studies, has not been well defined. The concept has not
been sufficiently studied to he transformed into any independent
model in decision-making. The concept is nevertheless relevant
to this study for it is believed that such a concept may open up
a new perspective to explain the language issue in a school
setting. The following is a brief survey of the epistemological
development of the concept..
The classical definition of Legitimacy is provided by the
Webster International Dictionary:
(a) the possession of title or status as a result
of acquisition by means that. are or are not held
to be according to law and custom. (b) a con-
formity to recognized principles or accepted
rules or standards.
In the tradition of Weber, legitimacy has been defined as
the degree to which institutions are valued for themselves and
considered right and proper. (Bierstedt, 1964:386, paraphrasing
Lipset). Other writers define political legitimacy as the
quality of oughtness' that is perceived by the public to inhere
in a political regime. That government is legitimate is viewed as
morally proper for a society. (Mere] mann, 1966: 548). Legitimacy
is matter of credibility and acceptability on the part of the
modern state in its relationship to its society and its citizens
(Weiler, 1985:185). Habermas (1973) and Offe (Habermas, tr.1975)
also use t he tenn 1 egi t i macy in the cont:ext; of 1:he s ta te and tha t
V
societies in late-capitalist stage are required to legitimate
themselves to be accepted by their members.
Whereas the concept of: legitimacy has not been transformed
i n to an i ndependen t mode 1 on decision-rnaking , the acquisi t:ion of
legi. t i macy (or legitimation) has been considered by some writers
as significant in the decision-making process.
Recent studies on the concept of legitimacy indicated that
the term can be unders tood from different dimensions. There can
be four alternative uses of the term legitimacy in relation to
decision making.
First, the s u b s tanc e of the decisions per se may aim at
acquirinq 1egitimacy for the state. For example, there could be
a policy to indoctrinate citizens to be loyal to the state.
Secondly, a decision which is believed to be good can help
to gain 1 eg i ti 111 acy f cir the state. For example, improvement of
social welfare help the state to gain popular support. In this
sense , a good'' po 1 icy legi t i.mi ze the state.
T11ird1y, a good decision making process, regardless of the
substance of pollcy Itself, may help to legitimize the state. If
decisions of the state are made with broad citizen participation,
the citizens tend to think that the government is a good govern¬
ment: and tend to neglect the substance of the policy per se. In
this sense, a good decision making process 1e gitimiz e the
decision-maker.
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Fourthly, a good decision--making process may help to
legitimate the decision made. People may accept the decision so
far it is decided by proper procedure, even if they do riot like
the decision made. In this sense, a "good" decision making
process legitimate the decision itself.
It is clear that the concept of Legitimacy is used to
explain the phenomena of decision making process in which
decision are not made according to goal maximization but to
provide "appropriateness for the decision-makers or the decision
itself". These will. be elaborated, using cases in educational
policies as examples. The last three dimensions will be most
relevant to the present study in which the process of decision
making in local secondary schools is under study.
Education "for" Legitimacy
This corresponds to the first dimension of legitimacy
described above. Much has been said about using education as a
means for the state to acquire legitimacy. Habermas takes
educational planning as an example and asserts that curriculum
planning is in most circumstances under subtle governmental
control (Habermas, tr. 1975:71). This is an attempt to compensate
for legitimation deficits through conscious manipulation.
Offe regards education as a means used by state to increase
efficiency of the society and as to affect the moral conscious-
ness of people which may otherwise undermine the legitimacy of
the existing political order (Offe, 1984:137)
Some theories of political education regard education, inter
alia, as an instrument for political socialization. Education
r e i m f o r c e s the 1 e g i t; i mac y f o r t. h e s t a t. e t. o in a i n t a i n t h e s 1: a t u s
q u o ( P o r t o r , e d . 1 98 3 ; W e i 1 e r e . g . 19 R 5) .
Education "as" Legitimacy
This corresponds to the second dimension of the concept of 
legitimacy i.e. a "good" policy legitimizes the state (or the 
decision maker). in many developing countries, the expansion of 
education serves as a major means of legitimacy acquisition. When 
alleviation of poverty is a difficult task and political promises 
are equally precarious, expansion of education becomes the cheap­
est and most comfortable way of making people feel satisfied. 
This led to Car no y 's r e mark that in many less developed 
countries, almost every coup d'etat is followed by an expansion 
or a reform of education (Carnoy, speech 1985). A similar notion 
of legitimacy lies in the reproduction function of education 
(Carnoy and Levin, 1985). Education as a social policy repro­
duces and hence legitimates the stratification in society. The 
well discussed screening hypothesis serves as an example of this 
legitimacy function. If education provides less an increase of 
productivity than a "credential" (Collins, 1979) to justify the 
posit ion i n the soe1 a 1 s trat a, t hen educa tion becomes an instru­
ment t o in a i n t a i n t h e s t a t u. s q u o . I n o t h e r w o r d s , e d u c a t i o n 
1 eqit i mi ze the exi si i rig soci al struct are. Bow 1 es 1 and Gtnlrs
Sc 11oo 1 1 iiq in c:ap,UaJ 1 st Arner 1 ca__(1976) , which lias now became a
classic in the field, falls also in this category.
Process to Legitimize the State 





Hans Weiler applies the Marxist notion of legitimacy to
explain the educational policy-making process. In his comparison
of education policies in U.S. and Federation of the Republics of
Germany, Weiler identifies three strategies used by the state as
a means of compensatory legitimization i.e. to compensate for
legitimacy deficit. These are legalization, expertise, and
participation. In particular, expertise refers to the utilization
of scientific expertise in the policy-making process, especially
through such devices as experimentation and planning (Weiler,
1983:261). Participation refers to the development and stipula-
tion of client participation in the policy process. Mid).
The use of expertise and participation are particularly
fashionable in controversial. issues which are embedded in a
context of values, choices and conflicts (1984b:470). On these
occasions, planning in technical terms presents a temptation to
remain within a carefully constructed shell that is made up of
data, targets and projections and participatory planning has
become popular to solve the problem of meeting different societal
needs (Ibi d :471.). In the end
The notion of' I eqi t:i mization by procedure' thus
open up the possibility of. authorizing the con--
ti.nued exercise of political. authority without
examining its normative worthiness- so long as
it proves to adhere to procedures that can cl.ai.m
to be 'rati.onal', intelligent and transparent
(Ibid:476).
Weiler has discerned the forms in which the state acquires
its legitimacy. The theme in Weiler's notion is that the
"procedures" legitimize the status quo, "for avoiding substantive 
changes in the objective of those who exercise power over a 
society. " This i s , the pr<:>cess 1 egi tirn 1 ze t:he st:a te .
Process_t:o Legitimate Po 11 cy
This corresponds to the fourth dimension of the concept 
legitimacy and can be understood in three levels: (a) legitima­
tion as a legal or an institutional procedure, (b) legitimation 
as government manipulation and (c) legitimacy as a matter of 
political cu11u re.
Legitimation as an Institutional Procedure 
Dye (1984:318) uses the term "policy legitimation" to .indi­
cate a special stage in policy making. He refers to the stage 
wh e n po 1 i c i e s f i n a 11 y g e t e n d o rsed i n t h e f or in a 1 policy- rn a k i ng 
machinery. This is still along the "old definition of legitimacy 
in the realm of legality and relates little to the values and 
beliefs discussed above.
In a compara t i ve study of the educational policy-making 
proces s es in U . K . and U . S . , Kogan and At Kin use the term 
"legitimation" as one step in the process by which "educational 
p o 1 icie s b e c o rn e i d ent i fie d , e x p r esse d , I egi tirn a ted , p r omul gated , 
and tested" (kogan and AtKin, 1982:2).
Jennings (1977:39-40) in an education context, identifies 
"legitimation" as the fifth of six stages in policy-making. In 
this "legitimation" stages,
Decisions may be taken by a few influential 
people or by group of policy-makers that has
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power to direct others formally or informally.
Me choice of policy is then ratified or legis-
lated by a majority of those policy makers
empowered to do so by law.
Jennings' notion of "legitimation" is still largely a matter,
of legality. Policy-makers are influential because they are
"empowered by law".
Legitimation as Government Manipulation
In another study, Kogan recognizes that many policy
committees and advisory bodies, which are supposed to be public,
are far more' in-house', far more a part of official review,
than the outward forms seem to suggest (Kogan and Packwood,
1974:23). In this sense, policy committees and advisory bodies
are means for the government to legitimate its policies.
Similar notions are adopted by Gaziel who studies advisory
councils in the centralized system of France and finds that one
of the functions of advisory councils is to provide the govern-
ment bureaucracy with legitimacy for its policies and to shield
it from criticism (1980:399-40).
Salter and Tapper use the term Iegit-imation as the central
theme in their tlies:i s (1981). Their notion of legitimation
covers both the process and the product of policy-making. They
have notified the change of the Department of Education and
Science (DES) in U.K. from using external committees to using
experts in policy making, and attribute this change of process to
a change of legitimacy. They argue that
If educational change is to be acceptable to the
populace at large it has to go through an ideo¬
logical stage. These are, analytically speaking,
two aspects to this stage: (a) the way to which
the policy is produced and (b) the po1icies
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produced. Both require ideological legitimation
and, in practice, the nature of this legitimation
may overlap the two aspects (1981:111-112).
Legitimacy as a Matter of Political Culture
Salter and Tapper, nevertheless, do hint that legitimacy
hinges on public opinion. The externally-based inquiry, Salter
and Tapper state, has rendered these policies credible and9
acceptable to the general public. (Ibid:198). There is also the
observation that the DES would acquire increased public
confidence from greater openness (Ibid:199). Here, credibility,
acceptability and public confidence are all ingredients of
legitimacy.
In his recent work, Kogan has extended this notion of
legitimacy to values. He contrasts the liberal democratic model
with the participative model in education accountability. He
asserts that there remains strongly rooted in practice a
tradition of liberal theory which emphasizes process and equity,
and hence has a firm belief in knowledge, expertise and
efficiency. On the other hand, there is the participative model
which stems from a set of values which start from a very
different principle that
no legitimation is permanent but must be con¬
stantly reinforced by participation and
consultation with those receiving services or
providing them (1986:92).
T he above discussion points t o t he very root of the
difference in sources of legitimacy underlying expertise and
consultation.
T h e a b o v e disc ussio n o f t h e dIf f e r e n t dime nsions o f t he





Lj e g i t i m a c y as a t, h e o r e t i c a 1 t o o 1 t e n d s to explain the
process of decision making from the perspective of a concern
for the credibi 1 ity and accept.abi 1 1ty of the decision makers
andor the decision made. It serves as an alternative con¬
cept to rationality which concerns with maximization of
goal.
Policy-makers (or decision makers) tend to make their
choices in order to Iegitimate their policy andor to
legitimize their roles as policy-makers.
Legi t:ima 11.on or 1 egi t imiza t ion can be acquired through a
good policy or good procedure through which the policy
is made.
T h e pre s e nt s t ud y d o e s not intend to test the above
assumptions as hypotheses-testing in empirical studies. However,
these assumptions put together can provide a new perspective and
focus for the writer and to guide him in his observation and
interviews. The review of 1 i t, e rature on the process of
legitimation suggests that the writer has to take note of
different devices of legitimation in a school context. These may
include the identify of the institutional procedure of the
school, or t h e operat i. on of the f or ma 1 structur e ; t he
identification of the various actors in decision making; and
identification of the organization climate of the school. These
considerations will be discussed later in the section on various
model educational policy making and be transcribed into possible
steps in a research.
Acqui sit ion of beqi t i rn acy
Different approaches to acquire legitimacy have been studied
by various researchers. Some notable examples of these studies
are:
1. Expertise and Legitimacy
Expertise is a way to gain legitimacy for the policy




experts have t he acces sib i 1 i ty to in forma tion and
k no w1 edge n o t available t o p ub1ic, t h u s evades
uncertainty (Kogan, 1986:92);
experts are impartial since knowledge and information
are objec tive , and obj ectivity is a1ways equated
w i t h i m p a r t i a 1 i t y ; a n d
e xp e rts pr o vides rules f o r de cisio n s (Lindb1o m,
1980 : 30-31 ) .
However, it should be noted that experts are not all that
neutral and objective. There is increasing awareness
that interpretation of facts and information involve
value and thus experts are not totally impartial. The
consequence is that experts are sometimes actors in the
policy making process and have to maintain their legitimacy
2.
of impartiality as well.
P a r 11 c 1 p a 11 o ri a s L e q i t; 1 in a c y
While expertise pertains to facts and impartiality,
participation is related to values and interests (McGrew and
Wilson,1982:3).





nominal, consultative and responsible participation
(Evans, 197 7 : 29) .
information, consultation, negotiation, shared decision,
joint planning and neighborhood control (Spiegel, cited
in Fagence, 1977:128).





















The relevance of this model is that it places tokenism
in a continuum of participation and non-participation in
decision-making. Consultation in various form are
adopted in the educational policy making procedure. This
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is viewed by many researchers as devices to obtain
legitmacy. These devices include advisory committees,
solici. tati.orl of public opinion and third party
consul tatIon.
3. Advisory Committee for Exchange of Legitimacy
Advisory committee obtains legitimacy for the policy made
when it is composed of representatives from particular
interest groups and members of various professional exper-
tise or ideology.
4. Advisory Committee for Legitimation
Advisory committee has the privileges for being impartial.,
thus legitimate the policy and in some occasion also
legitimize the policy maker, or the government, see Gaziel's
study on the French case (1980) in which he indicate that
advisory commit tees plays the dual role of constituting an
objective appraisal of government performance and confirming
the policies of the government, shielding it from criticism.
Hong Kong Government. knows very well the functions of 300
advisory committees for their achievement of providing her
legitimacy to rule despite of her "undemocratic" foundation.
5. Third Party Consultation
Third party consultation or third party intervention
involves consul tarn who have no vested interest in the
issue. OECD study on overall Hong Kong education situation
in 1982 is a typical example.
6. Public Opinion
Actors may carry more weight in decision making if they
claim they have access to public opinion.
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A government may well claim legitimacy for a "white paper"
if the preceding green "paper has undergone a process of
public consultation.
The legitimacy obtained by public opinion is different. from
that due to expertise. The legitimacy of expertise comes
from the belief that policies are good if they are produced.
by experts who possess the knowledge, who can handle
uncertainty and who are independent of biased interests.
The legitimacy of public opinion comes from the belief that
policies are good if all interests are represented.
These ideas are especially valuable to this study as it may
shade lights on how legitimacy of certain proposals concerning
language issue can be attained in a school context.
The above description implies that, in the present study, a
multiple-perspective approach to understand the decision making
process in a local context may be considered. Cheng (1987) in
his study of the Committee to Review Post-Secondary and Technical
Education (CRE) Report, suggested that UPGC (Universities and
Polytechnics Grant Committee) rejected The CRE Report (sometimes
referred as The Toply Report 1982) on the rationale to retain its
legitimate role of decision-maker in all matters concerning
higher education. Hence educational policy making could not be
understood solely from the perspective of maximization of
rationality. In the present study, the writer tries to explore
new perspectives of looking into the decision making process in
the local school context, with a focus on the applicability of
the notion of legitimacy with its four dimensions. The language
issue was chosen as a case study because the issue fully revealed
the intoraclions aniong various aot:ors , i 11 c 1 uding their perception 
of t homse1vea and others.
hit erat nre on Educational Decision Making 
Sux a n n e E . E s 11e r ( 1 9 8 8) i n an e x c e1 lent rev ie w o f 
educational decision-making stated that from the turn of the 
century to the present, the literature on decision-making in 
e d u c a t 1 o n h a s b e e n s u ccessive 1 y a n d c u mu 1 a t i v e 1 y b u i 11. o n 
assumptions of choice based on the following:
1. Rational calculation to achieve specified goals within a 
highly integrated bureaucratic structure (rational-bureau­
cratic) . •
2. Consensus among relevant participants to achieve shared 
goals (participatory).
3 . B a r g a i n i n g a i n o n g i n t e r e s t g r o u p s a n d c o a 1 i t i o n s t o rn a x i m i z e
their separate goals (political); and
4 . 'Die c o n 11 u e n c e o f s t r e a rn s of c h oice , opportunities ,
participants, problems, and solutions at a given point in 
time and under conditions of ambiguity in goals, technology, 
and par t i c i pa tion (organi zed anarchy) .
T1 i e f i r s t o f th e in o d e 1 s r e f 1 e c t i n g these ass u m p t i o n s , t h e
rational.bureaucratic, provided the normative base for the
deve 1 o p m e n f o f in o d e r n s c h o o 1 s v s t e in d uring t h e i n d u s t r i a 1 
r e v o l uiion . T11 e s e c o n d , t he pa r t i. c i p a t o ry , reflected b o t h 
democratic and professional norms dating to the work of Mary 
Parker Follett and the general reaction to the impersonality of 
scientific management beginning in 1920's (Gross, 1964). The 
third, a political perspective, began to appear in the 1960s when
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federal court decisions, legislations,and regulation, and demands
for community participation in school policy made the realities
of multiple demands on school goals impossible to be ignored.
Finally, the contextual, or organized-anarchy perspective,
appeared in the 1970s, when the hopes and promises for education
in solving innumerable social problems in the 1960s proved
unrealistic despite the committed efforts of policy makers and
educators across the country. Estler (1988) emphasized that the
organized-anarchy perspective made the leap beyond assumptions of
goal-driven behavior to address observations of decision-making
reality left unexplained by traditional models. In so doing, it
addressed the limits to the power of an individual decision maker
in dealing with a complex world only partially understood and
only partially within his or her control.
Although these perspectives emerged successively, each is
very much alive in current literature. Viewed in historical
context, these various models have served to inform subsequent
ones. Thus, over time, rather than a denial of prior thinking,
successive models have reintegrated elements of earlier tradi¬
tions in new ways, yielding fuller explanations for the reality
of education decision making.
Theoretica I Themes in Educational Decision Making
Rational-Bureaucra tic
The rational view assumes that decisions are the outcome of
choice among alternatives with regard to objectives spelled
out more fully, the steps include the specification of goals and
objectives with a ranking based on organizational values
(preferences), identification of alternatives, evaluation of the
cons e quences o f a 1 t: e r n a t; i v e s a n d c h o i c e b a s e d o n g o a 1
optimization. This view assumes structural aspects when placed
in the context of a bureaucracy marked by task specialization, a
H-
formal control system, high integration with component parts
contributing to separate ways to the achievement of
organizational goals with decision-making responsibility at the
apex of the hierarchy, and a closed system buffered from the
enviro 11men t (Fires tone Herrio11 , 1 9 8 1 ; S i.mon , 1976; Weber ,
1947) . Implicit in the structural assumptions are the use of
clear rules for organizational roles and behavior, separation of
personal passions and interests from the formal work role, and
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activity in support of centralized decision-making at the apex
of hierarchy (e.g. information, communication and co-ordination).
This model treats an organization as a single rational actor
in the course of decision making. Through assumptions related to
common-preferences, goals, and knowledge, groups of individuals
who may be involved in decision rnaKing are still viewed as
acting as one (Allison, 1971) .
Although a number of authors equate administration in
education with rational-bureaucratic decision-making (Campbell,
Corbally, Nystrand, 1974; Griffith, 1959), recent empirical
research focuses on the problems implicit in the idealized model.
These areas included the following:
1. Goals Central goals are multiple and too general for
guiding school-level decisions making them subject to
c o m peting i n t erpretations a n d choic e s of vario us
alternatives (Firestone Her lot. t, 1981; Sieber, 1975).
Assumptions of goal-driven behavior do not explain elements
of decision-making that is not goal driven. (Corwin, 197 0;
March Olsen, 1976) .
2 Participation The rational-bureaucratic model deals with
participation b a s e d o n f o r m a 1 struct u re of t. h e
organizations. It does not deal effectively, however, with
the effects of human attributes on the behavior of
participants (Corwin, 1970), nor with the competing demands
on the attention of participants that affect the nature of
their involvement in a given decision (March Olseri, 1976).
Studies dealing with conflict between bureaucratic and
professional orientations have been particularly important
in identifying some of the problems related to participation
(Corwin, 1970) .
3 . Information Some studies in the information processing of
organizations, discuss limitations of human rationality in
decision-making, focusing specifically on the limitations of
human information processing (March Simon, 1958; Simon,
1976) .
4 . Structure and Technology Research findings indicate that
educational organizations do not appear to fit totally into
the a s s u m p t. i oris of a tightly integrate d hierarchy .
Although schools are formally characterized by a hierarchy
o f a u t: hority , dec i s i o n s related pa r ticularly to t h e
technica1 core of schoo1ing, that is, teaching and 1earning,
occur within the classroom with relatively loose coupling
with the formal structure (Meyer Rowan, 1978).
The rational bureaucratic approach is a fundamental model from
which many sohoiars expand and develop into various new models. 
However , wi I h a 11 :i t:s assuinpt:i ons , 1 t does not deal, effectively
w i t h in u 1 t i p 1 e a n d a m b i g u o u s goals , in u 11; i p 1 e interests and 
part i c i p a nt s , s ca rc e o r inacces s i ble i n f o rm a t i o n , a n d 
c h a r a c t. e r i s t: 1 c s o f h u m a n n a t u r e , all o i t e n obs e r v ed i n r e a 1 i t y .
Participative Model
Participatory decision making assumes decisions are the 
outcome of consensus among relevant participants. Typically 
app 1 ied to prof essi ona 1 se11i ngs , organi zat:iona 1 precondit:ions 
for consensual decision making include shared goals or values, 
i n f 1 u e n c e b a s e d o n profess i o n a 1 e x p e r t i s e , and r e a s o n a m o n g 
participants. The model places high emphasis on communication 
and status equalization among participants. The organization is 
viewed as a closed system (Scott, 1981). Thus, decisions are 
still assumed to be goal optimizing, but the emphasis is on human 
processes rather than on structure to reach them (Baldridge, 
1971; Bolman & Deal, 1984).
Perhaps more than any other tradition within the decision 
m a k in g 111 e ra tu r e , t h e p a rt i cipat o r y m o d e1 is rooted m o r e i n 
values a n d b e 1 i. e f s t h a n i n empi r i cism . Greenbery (1 97 5) 
c a t e g o r i. z e s t: It e 1 i t e r a t u r e related t: o p a r t i c i p a t o r y d e c i s i o n 
making into four major schools of thought reflecting different 
v a 1 u e o r1e n ta tio ns: ( a ) the management school, v a 1u i ng
participation as a means for increasing productivity; (b) the 
humanistic psychology school, valuing participation based on 
e t h i c s a nd h uin an g r o w t h po t en 11 a 1 ; ( c ) t he democ r a t i c s choo 1 ,
valuing participation as an end in itself; and (d) the radical
left, valuing participation as a means of education participants
toward a revolutionary consciousness. In each case, the benefits
of participation are viewed as given rather than as an empirical
question.
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As a model to explain decision-making processes in organiza¬
tions, the participatory model has yet to prove itself except
under limited conditions. The value of the model is, however,
its applicability to professional organizations and professional
work units within large organizations.
Political Model
The political model, by assuming decision as the outcome of
bargaining among competing interests, the political model remains
rational in assuming intentionally on the part of participants.
It differs from the rational-bureaucratic model in viewing
organization coalitions with multiple goals and inconsistent
preferences associated with various interests as opposed to
unitary or commonly-shared goals. Scarce resources and multiple
interests set up a framework where bargaining is the basic
process producing decisions. Access to formal or informal power
determines the degree of influence an individual or group brings
to the bargaining process. Examples of formal power are position
authority and control over the budget, whereas ability to
mobilize a constituency and political group within the community
are examples of informal power.
The political view of decision making in education is a
product of the 1950's and 1960's. The environment of the schools,
traditionally buffered from the outside, became increasing
complex and volatile as a result of such divergent circumstances
as the effects of court cases, civil right movement and teacher
unionization (Atkin House, 1981) . Mann (1975) and Wirst and
Kirst (1982) discuss at length the application of a political
systems model to the analysis of educational policy. Allison
(1971) is notable for his enlightening work of the Cuban Missile
Crisis w h i c h o pens up a charm e 1 to s t u d y the intra-
organizational decision-making process.
Much of t he research based on po 1 i t ica 1 assuinptions has
involved case studies of the policy process at the level where
school syste rn s interse c t w i t h exter n a 1 forces (Boyd, 1976 ;
Peterson, 1976; Wirt, 1974). Corwin's (1970) study of the
relationship between bureaucracy and conflict resolution in 24
midwestern high schools in the early 1960s explicitly modified
rational bureaucratic assumptions to recognize the effects of
professional socialization and external influences on internal
decision-making processes. Mitchell et al. (1981) and Kerchner
and Mitchell (1981) specifically focused on the effects of
collective bargaining on school management arid policy in their
in-depth study of collective bargaining in California and
Illinois. The value of the political model is that it provides a
clearer understanding of the process of decision making among
competing interests.
0 r g a niz e d An a rc h y
This model is basically a product in 1970s out of the study
of educational institutions. This model addresses choice
processes under conditions of ambiguity in organizations. (Cohen
et al., 1972; Cohen March, 1974; March Olsen, 1976). These
are organizations characterized by (a) problematic goals
involving inconsistent and ill-defined preferences; (b) unclear
technology in which processes for producing organizational
outcomes, such as a more educated student, are unclear; and (c)
fluid participation by decision makers in response to competing
demands on attention and energy. They identify public,
educational, and illegitimate organizations as conspicuous
examples of organized anarchies, while noting that all
organizations demonstrate these characteristics in part of time
(March Olsen, 1976).
By focusing on the significance of the process itself, this
perspective moves beyond rational assumptions of goal-based
decision making. These general ideas form the background for a
contextual model of choice to describe decision making under
conditions of ambiguity in goals, technology, and participation,
labeled a garbage-can model (Cohen and March 1974, 1976). In a
garbage-can process, decisions are the product of the outcome of
the confluence of four relatively independent streams at a given
time:
1. Choice opportunities: occasions in which the organization is
expected to produce a decision.
2 . Problem: the concerns of people inside and outside the
organization, including non-choice-related issues such as
family problems, career and status, interpersonal conflicts,
and ideology.
3. Solutions: sometimes an answer looking for a question.
4 . Participants: those entering and leaving a decision arena as
d i c t a t: ed by compe t i n g d e in ands on t i me, rig h t o f
part iidpation as determined by organizational structure,
11 o r m s , i n t. e r e s t a n d d u t y .
The choice process is one in which problems, solutions and
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p a r t i c i p a n t s c o n s t a n 1: 1 y m o v e f r o m one c h o i c e o p p o r t u n i t y t o
another. Thus, the nature of the choice, the time it takes, and
the problems it solves all depend on the intersection of the mix
of available choices, the mix of problems that have access to the
organization, the mix of solutions looking for problems, and the
competing demands on decision makers at a specific time.
Elements of structure influence outcomes of the Garbage-can
process by (a) affecting the time pattern of the arrival of
problems, choices, solutions, or decision maker; (b) determining
the allocation of energy by potentia1 participants in the
decision; and (c) establishing linkage among the various streams
(march 01sen, 1976).
Based on college and university data, the Garbage-can model
was originally tested through a. computer simulation (Cohen et
al., 1972). The simulation study was followed by a series of case
studies, mostly within educational organizations or policy arena
within the United States and Scandinavia, exploring aspects of
the Garbage-can process. Sprou.ll, Weiner, and Wolf's (1978)
study of the National Institute of Education followed in this
tradition.
The inos t va 1 u a b 1 e contribu t i on of this model can be
represented by March 01 sen's (1976, p.11) description that the
choice process provides an occasion for
ex e c u tin g standard o por ating procedures and
fulfilling role expectations, duties, or earlier
commitments; defining truth and virtue, during
which the discovers or interprets what happens to
it, what it has been doing, what if is going to
do, and what justifies its actions; distributing
glory and blame for what has happened in the
organization, thus, becoming an occasion for
exercising; challenging, or reaffirming friend¬
ship, trust relationships, antagonism, power, or
status relationships; expressing and discovering
self-interest and group interest for sociali¬
zation and an occasion for recruiting (to organi-
zational positions or informal groups); having a
good time, for enjoying the pleasures of taking
part in a choice situation.
The organized anarchy approach, or the Garbage-can model as
its practical expression, represents a conceptual leap from the
assumption that decision-making is a process for achieving goals
to one in which decision-making is often a process only loosely
connected to organizational outcomes or individual intention.
Given the conditions of decision-making related to teaching and
learning, the organized-anarchy perspective helps to explain
observations that the technical core of schooling is the area
most subject to nonrational decision process (Hannaway Sproull,
1979; Meyer Rowan, 1978) .
Among the various theories encountered in the study, the
organized anarchy approach is particularly useful as a groundwork
for in t e gr ating t h e n o tio n of legitimac y into educatio n a 1
decision making process. As Hannaway and Sproull (1979) clearly 
expressed, the organized anarchy approach marks a departure from 
the goal maximization paradigm. This approach focuses more on 
the ro 1 e and signi f i canee of individua1 decis i on-makers than the 
outcome.
In the present study, the writer find the organized anarchy 
a pproach especi ally usefu1 in his prepara tion of the guide1ines 
of interview. The organized anarchy approach stresses that 
decisions are product of the outcome of the confluence of four 
relatively independent streams at a given time. They are (1) 
choice opportunities, (2) problem presented, (3) solution 
available and (4) participants. Based on these dimensions, the 
writer develops his course of interviews which focuses on 
collecting data on
1. id e n ti f y i n g k e y a c tor decisio n making. It can be an 
individual or a group of people of similar interest,
2. how does an actor of decision making perceive the problem 
a n d a v a i 1 a b 1 e s o 1 u t i o n s ,
3. how does decision makers perceive the formal structure and 
informal structure of the organization. It will undoubtedly 
affect their percept ion o f choice oppor 1:un i ties ,
4. how does an actor of the decision making perceive his role 
in the decision making process,
5. how does an actor of decision making perceive the role of 
ot;her decision makers .
The above considerations provide a blue print of guidelines 
for the interviews.
Studies on educational decision making in local context are
few. It is impossible to categorize them into the aforementioned
4 models. A survey of these studies were provided by Tao (1986)
in her study of the evolution of subject Government and Public
Affairs in local schools. Related studies include Chu 1 s
research on channels of communication in local schools (1981),
Ho's study on school guidance program (1982), Cheng's study on
relation between school effectiveness and leadership style
(1985), Mak's study on relation between leadership style of
school heads and school climate (1982), Wong's survey on job
satisfaction factors among secondary school teachers (1980),
(shared decision making being considered one of the job satisfac¬
tion factors), Hui's study on the effect of participative
decision making on organizational effectiveness (1984), Tao' s
analysis of decision of offering a new academic subject (1986),
and Lai's study on search behavior of school heads in the
decision of the 1 anguage issue (1987). A survey over these
studies suggested that writers of these researches inclined to
consider decision making in schools as either from a rational-
bureaucratic model (Mak, Lai) or participative model (Wong,
Ho). Tao was a rare exception. Her understanding of the school
system was near to that of a political model as she suggested
that decision making in local school sometimes responded actively
to the environment and could be considered as an open system
(Tao, 1986). Thus far, not a single study on decision making in
the local context has employed the organized anarchy approach.
The present study intend to explore the possibility of
understanding the operation of the local education institution
from this perspective.
The Multiplicity of Models
To justify the present study, it is necessary to establish
that utilizing different models to explain the same event is
possible. Graham Allison's: The Essence of Decision: explaining
the Cuban Missile Crisis is a well quoted seminal work.
The Allison models and their interpretations
The best known case of parallel explanation is that
presented by Allison who explains the Cuban Missile Crisis by
three models. In the three models, decision-making is viewed as
r a t. ion a 1 , or q a n i z a t i on and political process respectively . I n
each model, he tries to ask the same question, but the three
models provide completely different types of answers. Therefore
there are three different explanations of the Cuban Missile
Crisis.
The merit ol Allison's study lies in its pluralist approach
that presented a challenge to the tradition of accepting any one
as the model. By presenting three parallel explanations, Allison
illustrated the possibility of a multiplicity of perspectives.
Kirst: Alternative Perspective
Kirst (1977) renamed the Allison models as the economic, political and
organizational models and applied them to analyze the decision making process
in school districts (in the U.S. ) in order to examine its effect on the
resulting expenditure after a school reform.
Peterson and Williams: Multiple dimensions
Peterson and Williams studied the Chicago School Board and used exactly
the Allison models to analyse the decision making process.
Each of the three models offers a distinc-
tive way of understanding the decision making of
the school Board. It should be clear that, from
the very beginning, however, that we believe that
each model presents only one fact of the totality
of the situation (Peterson and Williams,
1977:153)
Lane: The Right Model
Lane (1983) applies four decision making models to Swedish
higher education: incrementalism, the demographic model, the
rational model and garbage-can model.
Crowson: Models as Prescriptions
Crowson (1975) also uses the Allison models. However, he
urges that attention should be paid to the organizational and
political constraints which are best delineated by Allison's
other two models.
K.M. Cheng (19 87) by making use of rationality and
legitimacy as alternative concept to study the OECD Review
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) and CRE
Review (Committee to Review Post-Secondary and Technical
Education) has depicted two different pictures with the same
facts. He concludes that the concept of legitimacy in
explaining policy making processes proves to be a worthwhile
hypothesis and lends itself to further research and theory
building.
The present study may be regarded as a immature attempt to
apply the idea to a local school level.
The Language Issue
In view of the intensity of involvement, the time spent on
search and prioritization, the language issue is a good case
for studying of decision making in a local secondary school. Lai
(1987) discovered that school heads, in order to reach a decision
in the issue, consulted widely the opinion of members of the
schools, with parents, with the government officials and the mass
media. The school authorities have to choose between whether
they would remain using English as the medium of instruction or
they would switch to Chinese in various intensity.
The case for maintaining the status quo was very strong. For
over 150 years Hong Kong was governed by the British
government as a colony. English was the official language. In
order to move up the social ladder, knowledge of the language
see m e d t; o b e a d i s t i n c t i v e a s s e t . Kin (1982) d e s cribed t h e
phenomenon as politics being integrated into the administrative
system whereas Endacott (1982) acknowledged the politics of Hong
Kong as government by consultation. English was widely used by
the ruling elite. The situation remained unchanged even after the
international movement of decolonization after the Second World
War. One reason is that English was the language of the
business world. To many who want to enter tertiary education,
English is the only gateway. As a result, 1981 statistic showed
that the proportion of secondary students enrolled in school
using English as medium of instruction was approximately 87%.
This being the situation, any change even in a gradual manner
would encounter much difficulties. The most notable difficulties
were (1) resistance from teachers who claimed insufficient
training in using Chinese as medium of instruction, (Department
of Professional Studies, HKU, 1986) (2) insufficient Chinese
text books of good quality, (Li, 1986) and (3) parents' reluc¬
tance. To some school authorities, adoption of Chinese as a
teaching medium implies that the academic ability of their
student intake is low. This explains the hesitation of some
schools (Lai, 1987).
On the other hand, demand for change was also strong. In0
the early 1970s, young intellectuals strongly advocated making
Chinese an official language. The Chinese Movement, which was
more closely tied to the desire for cultural identify than
political nationalism, had a strong impact among school teachers.
Parallel to the Chinese Movement was a series of academic
studies on the efficiency of either using English or Chinese in
the school setting. Some educationalists advocated the use of
mother-tongue in schools. Lord (1976) identified 3 types of
areas in the world adopting bilingualism, namely, the natural
bilinguals, bilinguals by choice, and bilinguals by pressure. He
opined that Hong Kong students are bilinguists by pressure and
hence encountered more difficulties in their studies than school
children in other places. His conclusion was echoed by other
studies (Siu, 1977; Cheng, 1979).
Thereafter, extensive studies had been conducted to
investigate the relationship between medium of instruction and
student academic achievement (Cheung, 1974; Poon, 1978; Siu
1979; Chan 1979; Ho, 1980 etc.). The results of these studies
reflected that students had more difficulties in most academic
subjects with English as medium of instruction. Loi enlisted a£
many as 18 local researches on the effect of using English ol
medium of instruction (some notable studies included Kvan, 1969;
Kwok, 1971; Cheng, 1973; Fu, 1975; Chan, 1976; Tarn, 1979; Siu,
1979; Chan, Hinton and Yau, 1979)
Poon (1978) in concluding his extensive study on the
difficulties encountered by Hong Kong primary school leavers,
suggested that progressive shift to English in secondary school
should be considered as an alternative to an abrupt change in
m e d i u m o f i n s t r u c 11 o n .
The OECD panel concluded that, with many studies in similar-
situation, the use of English as a medium of instruction in
secondary schools had magnified many of the problems associated
with schooling in Hong Kong, such as excessive hours of homework,
quiescent pupils, and rote learning. The panel recommended a
progressive shift from mother tongue education in kindergartens
and primary schoo1s to genuine1y bi11ngua1 programmes in the
j unior secondary.
In some cases , t he sh 1. f. t to Chinese was ini t iated by the
school heads or teachers who expressed that incompetence of
their student intake made the change a necessity (Lai, 1987).
There were widespread discussions in the school councils,
namely, the subsidized secondary school council which represented
80% of the Hong Kong secondary schools, the grant school council,
and the prevocational school council. Each of the councils
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expressed their views independently and exerted pressure on the
government to adopt a certain stand. In 1984, the Education
Commission which was formed on the recommendation of the OECD
Report, adopted an ambivalent view on the language issue. It
recommended that schools should he encouraged. to use Chinese as
the teaching medium and additional resources should be provided.
However, the choice was left to individual school authorities.
In May, 1.986, the Education Department formally informed all
government and aided schools (including subsidized schools and
grants schools) that the government would adopt a policy of
positive discrimination on the language policy, i.e. those
schools who would use Chinese as a medium of instruction would
be provided with additional resources. Unlike other
countries which regarded uniformity in the language issue as a
necessity, the government left the choice entirely to individual
schools. Hence, all schools were to choose for themselves and be
responsible for the consequences. The decision making was not a
simple one. Given the ambiguities in the ultimate goal of
school education in Hong Kong, the problem at stake was more
than a choice between academic excellence and practical access
towards a better career path. David Cheung (1985), chairman of
The Hong Kong Subsidized Council and later an appointed member of
The Legislative Council and The Education Commission, himself
an enthusiastic advocate of adoption of Chinese as the medium of
instruction, opined that his had a two-frontal battle, one
declared on the conservative sector of the educators and the
other, the social prejudices on Chinese Language. As decisions
made in individual schools would produce very far-fetched
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effects, all sectors of the decision making machineries would
supposedly be fully utilized. Roles of individual actors
would be fully revealed. The present study attempts to delineate
the choice-making process and to uncleri tared the situation from
different perspectives.
Defining the Scope of Study
This study will be confined to the following areas of
investigation:
1. The study represents research into the policy process and
not the content. That is, the attention. is not on what
policies there are or how good the policies are, but on how
policies are made.
2. The study is not intended to cover the entire decision
process. It concentrates on the choice-making in the deci-
sion-process. It is the stage when the decision maker has
to make selection from among options and formulate recom-
mendations. In terms of educational policy-making, it
corresponds to Jennings' stages of discussion and debate
and legitimization. (1977:39-40)
Alternately speaking, the decision-making process occurs in
the black box of political system in Easton's systems model
(Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The Easton Model















This is the process in which policy inputs are converted
into policy outputs (Easton 1979 chap. 8 9). In particular, the
policy-making in this study refers toJthe last stage in Easton's
conversion process, where issues become converted into policy
outputs (Ibid: 73).
The present study is a attempt to understand the decision¬
making process in a local secondary school as reflected in the
language issue. Lai (1987) focus of his study was concerned
about school heads' search behavior in the decision-making
process of the language issue whereas the present study concen¬
trates on the choice-making stage which follows the stage of
search immediately.
Decision making process of local secondary schools in
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to explain the decision-making
process using a legitimacy notion as an alternative to various
kinds of rationality models. Legitimacy here takes its broadest
definition as the recognized or accepted norm or belief that an.
actor in the process of decision-making possesses. The method
adopted in the study is basically ethnographic.
Based on the study on the process of choice in the language
issue in a local school, the writer argues that the policy-
actors, in this case the various committees and the principal of
the school, do not necessarily act according to a mean-end
rationality model, or interact with one another because of
conflicts in interests or power but in a way that each committee
had developed within itself an identity to be maintained or
defended. The school management committee tried to maintain its
identity as an open-minded and responsible policy-making body
through its resolution to delegate the choice to the
professionals of the schools. The subject panels fought hard to
acquire their rights to make decision on their own. In doing
so, the conventional legitimacy of the hierarchy was disturbed.
Conflicts thus occurred. The writer infers that conflicts occur
because certain actor was forced to submit to a new system of
legitimacy. The actors had to strive hard to maintain their
original legitimacy, or else they might lose their identity in
policy making. In so doing, the center of attention was less the
policy output than the process of the decision. That means the
concern of individual actors was more on its legitimacy than on
the output of the policy.
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general had first been studied by the T.K. Ann Commission in 1973
which identified that up till then decision snaking in local
schools was monopolized by the school management committees and
school heads. The commission recommended that
a. the principal should hold regular meeting with their
staff, and
b. that one seat on the school management committee should
be reserved for teacher elected popularly from the staff
team.
Related studies indicated that recently there was a trend
of shared decision making in schools. (Chu, 1981 Ho, 1982 Wong,
1980 Hui, 1984 Tai., 1984 Tao, 1986). Tao (1986) in her study
curriculum development in local schools, concluded that
educational policy-making was a system which responded to social
demands and answerable to professional opinion such as school
teachers. A survey of the past studies suggested that decision-
making process in local schools operates on a 3-tier structure:
the school management committee, the school head arid teachers.
The school heads, in most cases, stand out as the convergent
point of the information flow which is essential to decision
making (Lai, 1987).
To facilitate communication between the school management
committee and the teachers, the Education Department requested
schools to establish eithe.i: the Joint Consultative Committee or
allow teacher representatives to attend school management
committee meeting as observers. More than 8096 of the school
authorities chose to set up the Joint Consultative Committee
which were composed of two represerita Lives from the school
managers and three teachers elected popularly or whether the 
sc 11oo 1 h e ad wou 1 d a 1.1 end t h e rn e e 11 rig g 0 p0 ug 0g 0  ^ pg0 q q g qq ] 
management committee or on the request of the teachers. The 
committee would meet a t least' twice a year and would discuss all- 
matters concerning the schools that, could -not; be settled by 
normal administrative procedure. In case of the language issue 
Lai's study (19 87 ) i n d i c a t ed a 11 schoo 1 n 1anagemen t cornmi 11:ees of 
schools under survey had been no ti.fi ed or consuited. Th i s 
indicates that:
1. The language iss u e has a w 1 d e coverage i n term of 
decision-making,
2. Members of the school management committee, the school 
heads, and teacher representatives are decision-makers and 
hence are key informants in the study.
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Chapter III Research Design
The methodology adopted in the study is basically a retro-
spective case-study borrowed much from ethnographic research.
Conditions and Design of The Research
The following conditions are essential to the writer's
consideration of the research design:
1. The research started with a very vague question: How are
education decisions made? The question does not consti-
tute the necessary components of a hypothesis and it is
not the intention of the researcher to formulate or verify
any preset hypothesis at this stage.
2. The writer, though a school administrator himself, has never
been an insider in the decision-making of the institution
selected for case study. He will remain as an outsider all
through the research.
3. He was reluctant to start with a theory which was borrowed
from elsewhere. Whether theories generated elsewhere would
apply to the Hong Kong scene were to be discussed during the
research, and not before. Given the little amount of
knowledge about the decision-making process in a school
setting in Hong Kong, selection of theory would be
arbitrary. Under these circumstances, early adherence to
any arbitrarily selected theory would preempt explanation.
4. Since the research -.st.arted somewhat afresh in a virgin
ground, there was a dilemma of whether it should aim
primarily at breadth or at depth. If the research has
aimed at a general trend over a long period of time and a
vast number of events, it would have to ask very general
questions about each event. Much of what was collected
would, t. h en be a bs t r ac t va 1 ue j u dgm en t s or g en er a 1
beliefs rather than facts. If this were the case, the
research might become a survey of views on decision¬
making which deny t he w rit e r the s uppor ting facts. The
writer hence had chosen to start from depth, by doing
intensive case studies, so that there was more opportunity
to look into the facts as well as the views.
It follows from the above conditions that the research
should be an exploratory, retrospective, and ethnographic
case study and rely heavily on the key-informants who
participated in the policy-making process.
Choice of cases
1 .
The choice of cases is based on a number of considerations.
The availability of data. Availability of data was expected
to be a prob 1 em in thi s kind of research , t:he 1 anguage issue
w a s c h o s e n la e c a u s e it see rn s t o present fewer difficulties
than most. Key informants in the policy-making process
were not diffleult to identify and locate.
2. The freshness of the cases, yet the cases had to be
remote enough from the current issues so that they would not
be so sensitive as to prohibit data collection or defer
informants from giving relevant information.
3 . The c omp re he nsiveness o f the case. The language issue
presented c om p rehensive d e cisio n—m a kin g e xe r cis e s in 111 e
school setting which involved all parties of the 3-tier
s c h o o 1 m a n a g e in o n tp o J i c y m a k i n g mac h i n e r y , n a in o 1 y - t; h e 
committee, the school head and the professionals i.e. the 
teachers . I n this c a s e , a 11 ac tors in the educational 
decision-making arena were mobilized. The implication of 
the cas e s l; udy t: 11us may ext end well beyond an under -
standing of the language issue.
Schools Selected for Research Purpose
It follows from pt. 2 above that in order to obtain in- 
depth information, the writer should "station” in a school and 
observe long enough to collect the required "facts". These 
"facts" include not only what the actors consider as "event” or 
"hard facts" but also what they believe to be the "fabrics" of 
the events: roles of individual actors in the decision-making as 
they see themselves or as seen by others, different "weight" 
of influence (or "legitimacy" as used in this study) of differ­
ent actors in the process, or furthermore, the ways individual 
actors attempt to legitimize themselves. Such situation being 
uni qixe in i tse1f, preempf s the wr i ter in doing quanti tati ve 
study even on a small sample. A significant study of A. 
Hargreaves (1978) in his prolonged observation of classroom 
behavior of a group of middle school students proves the value 
of a single case study. The present study will concentrate on a 
one-school situation so as to trade precision and comprehensive­
ness for "generalizability".
The school selected is a standard secondary school of 8 
years history and is at present operating 30 classes. Standard 
secondary schools make up more than half of all Hong Kong
secondary schools. It. is selected solely because of the ensured 
accessibility t: (3 in o s t; o f t h e i n f o r rn a n t; s and 111 e 1 i k e 1 i h o o d 
di sc 1 osure of ma t. eria 1 s . I f genera 11 zab 1 I. i tv ha s to be regarded 
as a criterion for selection, then this school is typical of 
mo s t a i d e d s e c o n d a r y s c h o o 1 s i n s i z e a n d h i s t o r y .
Research Process 
Stage 1
Review of documents/1iterature on educational policy and 
policy-making in Hong Kong, especially those related to the 
secondary schools. Conceptualization and development of the 
research framework.
Stage 2
Interviews form the core of the research and provide basic 
rnateria 1 s f or ana 1 yses . The wri ter , throughout liis intervi ews , 
reminds himself to keep open to information and opinion provided 
by the informants. However, the writer also reminds himself that 
the pi'es ent s t udy ha s an ob j ec 11 ve to explore t he concep t 
legitimacy as an alternative perspective to understand decision­
making process. The writer, therefore, intends to look for data 
that represent the manifestation of different dimensions of 
legitimacy i.e. legitimation and legitimization as discussed in 
the last section. This formed the basic rationale of the guide­
lines of interview (see appendix I).
Interview the school principal to 
1. identify school organizational structure (both formal and
informal)
2. identify u s u a I po i i. c y - m a k i n g pr oc e s s
3 . i d e n t i 1 y t h e key i n f o r m a n t s - i . e .
members of the sponsoring bodies,
members of the school management committee, and
_ «•'
staff team who are involved in the decision-making
process of the issue.
4 . co 1 lect re 1 evant in-house documents concerni.ng the issue .
Stage 3
Interview key informants. the process cannot be predicted
as one informant may direct the researcher to another one for
some valuable information. In practice, the writer had inter-
viewed 5 school managers, the principal, all members of the
executive committee, all members of the academic committee and 2
other teach e rs a ; recommend ed by member s of the academic
committee. Beside formal interviews, the writer attended the
several com m i 11 e e a n d s u la ject meetings to feel the
interpersonal climate of the organization.
Stage 4
Writing the report, further interviews may be required to
fill up some gaps of information.
Research Method
The present study is basically a retrospective, ethnographic
case study. Some aspects of the method employed are discussed
below.
The E t h n o q r a p h1c Appr o a ch
Ethnographic approach is adopted as an alternative to the
trad i t: i ona 1 '1 hypot hes i s-1e s t i n g type of research .
Tlie t erm e t hnogr aph i c , qua 1 i t a t i ve , phenoineno 1 og ica 1 ,
naturalistic, anthropological and participatory research are used
almost synonymous1y in the 1iterature (Wi1son, 1977:245; Kirk and
Miller, 1986:9).
The d i c h o t o m y be t; w e e n ethnogr a p h i c resea r c h and
traditional psychometric approach is really one of difference
in the data-theory relationship. Discu ssion of such a
methodological dichotomy occurs in various branches of social
science. Glasser and Strauss (1976), as sociologists, advocate
the notion of grounded theory which aiins a t theory general:ion
r a t h e r t h a n 111 e o r y v e r i f i c a t i o n . A 1 d r i c h a n d 0 s t r o in , i n a
review of research in political science over twenty-five . years,
distinguished discovery f rom justificatio n orientations
(1980:864). Owen (1982), from the perspective of educational
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , i d e n t i f i e s t h e d i c h o t: o m y o f naturalistic and
rationalistic inquiry.
As a summary , a quota t ion f rom A1 drich and 0s t rom rnay be
useful. According to Ostroin (1980), the discovery orientation is






deve1opment of c 1ass1fication schemes,
indnofive deriva tion of hypothesis, and
integration of hypothesis into a coherent theory.
On the other hand, the justification orientation is theory





t heor y cons t r uo t. i on ,
d e r i v a t i o n o f h y p o t h e s i s f r o m t h e d 1 s c o v e r y ,
data collection and operationization, and
t est; i n g i n d n c t i v e i n f e r e n e e .
W'
There are two key aspects in the distinction between the two
approaches: the objective and sequence.
The present study follows the data-first model. The
objective is not to verify or test theories generated elsewhere,
but to discover and generate theories from the data (Goetz and
LeCornpte, 1984:5; Glasser and Strauss, 1976) . The study does not
hope to find data to match a theory. Rather, it hopes to find a
t h e o ry t ha t e xpJ ains t h e da1 a (Go e t z a nd LeComp te, 1984:4).
The present study is methodologically naturalistic (Geotz
and LeCornpte, 1984:10; QWen 1982:3): it allows the process to
unfold itself. The research is empirical, but does not pretend
to deny the researctier ' s influence on the research. Therefore
it does not claim to be absolutely non -mani pulative, but the
manipu 1 a t i on wer e t o m i ni rn i z e i n t e r ven t ion s r a t her t ha n t o
strengthen them.
It is difficult to divide the research process into the
conven t i on a 1 s t a g e s o f p r o b 1 e m — f o r m u 1 at i on , hypothesis — Id uilding ,
data collection, data analysis, hypothesis-testing and so forth.
The stages will often intert wine and cdVG] 1apped with each other,
and ore u r r e d re c u r r e n t, 1 y t h r o u g hout. the process of s t u d
(Burge s s, 19 85:9) .
Theory in the research
It in a v be n e c e s s a r y t o s a y a f e w word s a t t his stage t o
clarify the role of theoriesin this study.
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The study does not start with a definite theoretical frame¬
work in the conventional sense. As Kirk and Miller described,
the researcher often arrives on the scene with considerable
theoretical baggage but very little idea of what will happen
next. (1986:30).
The orientation is discovery rather than testing of theory,
but analysis is sequential - it is guided by the process of
data collection and at the same time guided the process as what
data should be collected. Concepts emerge from the field, are
checked and rechecked against further data, compared with other
material, strengthened or perhaps reformulated. (Wood, 1984:51).
Ethnographic Research and Objectivity
Writers are split on the epistemology underlying ethno¬
graphic r e s e a rch . Si1verman provide s a very good summ a ry o f
three approaches to ethnography: cognitive anthropology, inter-
actionalist sociology and ethnornethodo 1 ogy (1985:96) .
Cognitive anthropology regards ethnographic research as just
a variation of empirical Science (Pelto and Pelto, 1978:19—23)
which has a 1 ways ce 1 ebrated ob ject. i vi tv ( Kirk and Mi 11 er ,
1986:10-12).
The interactionalists admit objectivity, but recognize the
objectivity as a network of social relations of which the re¬
searcher is an integral part (Barnes, 1963:121).
The pure ethnomethodologists regard ethnographic research as
the anti — thesis of p o s i t i v i s t i c approach, as mterpietive and
subjective, as opposite to the scientific paradigm (Cohen and
Mai lion, 1985:120) . Other?; discuss ethnographic research in the 
context of contracting naturalism with positivism (Hammersley and 
AtKinson, 1983:1 9; Lincoln and Cuba, 1985).
Therefore, an adoption of ethnographic methodology does not, 
a s s o ni e la el ie v e , c o m m i t t h e w r 11 e r t o a p a r t: i c u 1 a r s c ii o o 1 o f 
ep:i s t omo I ogv . The stand ot the pres,cut. study is, near to the 
category of cognitive anthropology which can be represented by 
the foilow1ng qu < > t a t i o n :
There is a world of empirical reality out there.
The way we perceive and understand that world is 
largely up to us, but the world does not tolerate 
all understandings of it equally. (Kirk and 
Miller, 1986:11)
This stand al lows the possibility of multi-perspecfive to 
the understanding of the reality. In the case of this study it 
admits the complexities ot the decision making of the language 
issue and at the same time, permits empirical test of the vali­
dity o f t h e e x p 1 a r i a t. i o n s w i t h t h e real i t y .
Ethnographic research and research techniques
Many wri.ters i 1 lustrate ethnograp11ic research bv iclen11 fying 
it with certain research techniques. This is not always the 
case.
Some writers try to substitute case-study (Cohen and ManIon, 
1985) for ethnographic research, but case-studies could well 
start with a strong theoretical framework (e.g. Stake, 1980:B- 
4). Case studies are not always ethnographic. When Philip Coombs 
used his comparative case study methodology to look into non-
formal e cl u : a t i o n , 11 e s t a r t; e d w i t h 36 p r e s e t research lie rn s
(C oombs and Ahmed , 1974: 2 59 - 2 6 4 ) . When IIans We i 1 er coinpar ed
educational policy making in (he United States and the Federal
R e pu b 1 i c o t G e r m any , h e s t a r t ed w i t h a s t; r o ng f r a.rn e wor k bo r r o w ed
from Habermas' theory of legitimacy (Wei1er,- 1983a) . These are
case-s t udi es , lau t are no t resea rch i n the e thriogr ap 1 r ic parad igin.
Others commit e tomographic research to fieldwork (see Burgess,
19 8 5a: 1) . This is to a large extent true, but ethnographic
research often also relies on archival materials (e.g. Pelto and
Pel to, 197 8:11 6) .
Still others equate ethnographic research with participant
observation (Cohen and Manion, 1985:122-124), but there are
obvious cases ol ethnographic research whore participant' observa¬
tion is impossible, or non-participant observation is more
appropriate.
The understanding in this study is that ethnographic
research is a term in methodology, not in techniques. As a matter
of fact, many writers regard the use of multiple methods as one
of the main features of ethnographic research (Goetz and
LeCompte, 1984 : 3 ; Wolcott, 1980:F-4) .
The methods adopted in this research are multimodal (Wilson,
1977:255): documentary analysis and interviews in the main, but
archival materials, news pa p e r c1ippings, and conversations also
play important roles. On the whole, the methods adopted were not
predeterm i necl by ( he t heoret i ca t f r ainewoi k , but wer e pi. agma ti
ca 1 1 y deci.ded by roq11 i remen t.; o 1 officii ency and va 1 i cli t:y i n
data-collection (Goetz and LeCompte, 1984:3).
The research operated under a flexible design. The process
of t.lio rosea roll wan shaped during t he process of the research.
The research tactics were continuously revised so as to achieve
the highest va 1 i d i ty . This is another cliaracteristic of e111no-
graphic research (Burgess, 1985b:8).
Sonie MethodoJ.og1 ca i _ Issues
Given the special nature of ethnographic type of research,
problems encountered in the study could not receive neat solution
according to standard formulae. It is necessary to look into
some methodological issues that were encountered and to explore
the possible so 1ut i on.
1 . 11 he on t sid ( r-insid e r'' iss 11 e
The aim of this study is to understand a social process
(Burgess, 1 9 8 Bb: 8 - 9) which is decision-making. The writer
has to corisider tha t in an such a social process the partic-
ipants carried with them not only facts, but also values.
In some pre 1 iminary interview conducted in this study, the
wr i. ter f ound t ha t diff eren t ac tois depicted di f f erent; pic-
t u r e s o f t h e i s s u e w i t; h the same f a c t s . T h e y c 1 e a r 1 y
carried wi th them certain values which formed the culture
of tha t socia1 group. The '' insider (researcher as an
participant) therefore enjoy a first-hand experience of the
culture being studied. However, it can be argued the
other way round that an outsider has an advantage of less
value-tied to the process and more sensitive to the cul¬
ture .
Equal numbers of notable studies have been produced by
writers who acted as insider or outsider with the cases
they studied. For the former, the best-known is done by
Maurice Kogan who researched into the policy-making process
as an ex-member of the process (Kogan, 1975}. However, in
case of Jennings and Allison, the researchers remain out-
sider throughout the process (Jennings, 1977; Allison 1971).
In this research, the outsider position of the
researcher makes him suffer from the opaqueness of the
scene, but at the same time it gives him the privileged
position of an impartial third-party.
2 . A retrospective research
The present study is retrospective in nature. It
enjoys the impartiality of the information collected since
the issue was remote enough to be politically sensitive.
However, information collected solely on the informants'
recollection gives rise to the problem of reliability.
3 . L o eating key in fo rm a nts
Unlike in t e r vie w s in con t ro11ed expe riments or s u r ve ys,
key informants are typical individuals who, instead of being
chosen by sampling, are chosen by deliberation so as to
e n s u r e r e p r e s e n t a t i v e n e s s (Go e t z a n d I.. e C om p t e , 1984:119-20) .
They are expected to provide special and independent infor¬
mation from their perspectives. In the case of this study,
the members of the school management committee, the
principal, and the members of academic committee are
considered as target informants. When time constraints were
sign! f icant: , the reduction of nuinber of inf ormants was
based on the expected returns of information rather than by
statistical sampling.
The search for key informants is a continuous process.
The research begins with little knowledge about who is
who i n t h e deci s i on-rnaking ar ena , bu t a s intervi ews
accumulate, it becomes clearer who are the key informants
that deserve to be interviewed.
4 . Key informant interviews
The main body of the study is done through key
informant interviews.
The exploratory nature of the research determines the
naturalistic features of the interviews. The interviews are
unstructured, covering only open ended broad topics. In
order to ensure information in the common area, the writer
has a guideline of the interview which would be disclosed to
the informants (See Appendix I). The informants are allowed,
if not encouraged to elaborate in whatever direction they
choose. The guideline of the interview is so designed that
the informants have the chance to speak on (!) the profile
of an educated student; (2) the objectives of the language
issue; (3) who should be involved in the decision-making
arid why; (4) in what way the decision making process in the
language issue conforms to or differs from the usual
decision-making process.
5. Reporting
As :is with most ethnographic research, the research
will be rounded up in thick descriptions (Opens, 1982:7-
9) which are supposed to carry not only the facts or the
events in the cases, but also the texture, the quality
and the context. (Ibid)
The report of the study on the deci si on-inaki rig in the
language is. sue in divided into two parts: the facts and
the analyses. This is a deliberate device to separate the
perceived from the speculated. Care is taken in the
r e po r ting of t h e f a c t s t. o a vo i. d i. m po s i n g s e 1 f - i m po s e d
cause-effect relations to the data, and to leave ample room
for speculation from various perspectives.
Chapter 1V Report on the Manajement_of_the S chocI
A General Pict.ure
The school under study (hereinafter referred to as School S)
is a standard secondary school, the kind of which comprises more
than half of the Hong Kong secondary schools. Standard secondary
schools have the following common character]sties which have
vital significance over school management.
1. They were built with similar construction layout, internal
design, and f u r n i sh ed w i. t h s am e amoun t of t e a ch i ng
equipment.
2 The running cost, including staff salary, administrative
fund, m a i n t e n a n c e and r epai r , are b o r n e b y t h e
govern rn e n t . S t r i c t c o n t r o 1 o v o r f i. n a n c i. a 1 m after is
effected through the Code of Aid, a handbook of operation
of a 11 gove r nm en f aid e d s c hoo1s.
3 . Class organization and staff strength are similar. In most
circumstances, standard secondary school operate 30 classes
a nd emp1o y h1 te a c hing st a ff, 6 c1e ric a 1 staff a nd 1J
j an i f ors and c 1 enui rig wor ke r s .
4 . S i n c e t ti e m e m b e r o f s e n i o i : po s t s o f t: e a c h i. ng s t a f f i s
stipulated i n the Code o 1. Aid wh 1 ch permits no f 1 exibi 1 ity,
managemen t s t r1icture and hieraicliy of author i ty i11 mos t
schoo 1:; a ie s Lin i 1 ar .
It should be added here that all government aided schools,
whether they are standard schools or not, are under very tight
government control over its management through financial support.
In this sense, additional staff and teaching resources can be a
significant determinant for schools in adopting any major policy
such as the language policy. Also in the same perspective, Hong
Ko 11 g s econd a r y s fih oo I s a r e ver y s i m i 1 a r i n t:. h e i r ph y s i ca 1
outlook . S ince t 11e prese111 s tudy s tar1:s on a new ground i.e.
decision making from a legitimacy perspective in local school
context, school S which represents a large number of secondary
schools, is a good choice.
Schools S has 8 years of history. Intakes of its form one
student improved significantly from the fourth year of operation.
The current intakes are students in Band 1 (out of 5 bands with
Band 1 representing the top 20% of the student population) .
Student performance in the Advanced Level Examinations and the
Hong Kong School Certificate Examinations are not especially
outstanding, with an average passing rate of 50% and 65%,
respectively.
School Management: Committee
The School Management Committee is empowered by law, namely
the Education Ordinance (Hong Kong Law Cap. 27 9) and the
Education Regulations, to management the school. It is, in
theory, the highest authority in the school in relation to policy
making.
The committee members are appointed by the sponsoring body
on three-year --1 e r m s o f s e rvice a n d are el i g i b 1 e f o r
reappointment. It is a practice of the sponsoring body that
school managers shall serve in the committee for not moie than 9
years Turn — over in the member ship is meager except for those
who resign on the!r own accord, mainly due to emigration. 1 he
School Management Committee of school S is composed of twelve
in e m b e r s . 0f t h e t. w e .1 v e man a g e r s , six are b 11 s i n e s s in e ri, f o u r a r e
Prof ess i.ona 1 s s uch as (3en t; :i s t , med ica 1 prac t i t ioner s and
engineer. The remaining two are priests. As required by law,
the c o m m i 11 e e e 1 e o t s a in o n g the m s e I v e s a s u p e r v i s o r o f t h e s c h o o 1
who represents the committee to oversee thedaily operation of
the school. The committee meets twice a year to decide on major-
issue as put up on the agenda by the supervisor or suggested by
the school principal. As revealed in the meeting minutes in the
last two years, the issues in the committee meetings include:
1 , the m e rn b e r s h i p of the S c h o o 1 M a n age m e n t C o rn m i t t e e -
retirement, election etc.;
2. financial matters such as items of major repairs, purchase
of equipment which involves a large amount of school fund;
3. staff matters such as promotion and appointment of senior
posts; and
4 major academic policy as the language issue.
The exercising of authority of the committee is to a large
extent limited by its low frequency of meeting and the members
perception of t hoir scope of dut ies. One committee member who is
a prominent dentist told the writer that the management committee
was not supposed to discuss logistical aspects of policies. Ihe
com mi t t ee 1 s ma jor f uncti on i s to ensui e that not., h i ng gone-) w r ong
with the school. (MC2), he said. He also believed that it was a
common understanding of most of the members. In some other
cases, the a uth o rity o f t h e c o mmit tee i s 1 imited by t h e
professional know-how of the members. A member, himself a
successful fou s i ne s sin a n , expr e s s ed 1.11 a t a c ad em i c malters s uch a s
the language issue is the business of the principal and the
teachers, I don't think I am competent and suitable to discuss
these matters. I simply leave it to the professionals (the
principals and teachers).. However, he thought that the final
result of the language policy of the school, should be presented
to the committee for endorsement as a token of respect. One
member expressed that he knew very little about education in
general, and schools in particular. He confided that in most
meetings he found h i 111 self difficult to participate in the
discussion and decision-making because of the lack of expertise
and background information. He agreed, however, that as a
supervisory body responsible to t he sponsoring body and t he
general public, the School Management Committee should be
consulted in all major policies of the school (MC4). It should,
however, be noted that the committee has never stated very
clearly the definition of major policies. It thus leaves rooms
of ambiguities to all members of the school, including the
principal to the teachers, as to what matters they should seek
the committee's approval or the guidelines.
The Supervisor
The supervisor , though himself a member of the school
management committee, can be regarded as an independent actor of
decision making in this respect. He is the only school manager
who makes personal contact with the teachers. As a supervisor,
he is expected by the Education Department to be physically
present in the school once a week or at least once in a month s
time. However, the supervisor admitted that he could not comply
with the expectation. He met the principal once every month or
two. The in it iat i ve was always on t he part: of the principal.
His authority as a supervisor is in some way confined by his own
understanding of his ability. He expressed that The principal
is a professior 1 a1 in schoo1 administration whereas I am not. I
have to trust him. My position is to ensure the proper operation
of the school and that the idea1 of the sponsoring body be fully
manifested. (MCI) In the eyes of the teachers, the supervisor
is a humble and respected middle-aged gentleman who appears to be
a goo d 1 is ten e r t o t h o s e w h o h a v e p e r s o n a 1 con t a c t wit h h i rn. H e
is perceived by most teachers as warm, open and approachable.
In sum, t he genera 1 opera11on of the Schoo1 Managemen t
Committee can be summarized into the following points:
1 the committee regards itself as an authorizing body of the
schoo 1 admi n i s t r a t ion . 11 s consent has to be soug h t in
ma jor issues of the schoo1 .
2 the comm i 11,ee has full respect f or the prof essiona 1 opin i ons
of the principal and teachers on academic matters. Language
issue is considered as one of the kind.
3 . in daily operation, the supervisor and the principal decided
the agenda to be put: up to the committee's awareness or in
t h e f o r m a 1 m e e t: i n g s .
4 t h e pr i n c i pal p 1 a y e d a v e r v i m p o r t a n t r o 1 e a s h e w a s t h e
g o a 1 - k e e p e r o f i n f o i i n a 1 i o n f 1 o w b e t w e e n t h e s c h o o 1
management committee and the school in its daily opeiation.
The Principal
A local rese a r c h s u g g e s t s t h a t the pr i. ncipal is the
convergent point of information flow between the management side
(the S c h o o 1 M a n a g e m e n L Co in m i t t e (5 ) a n d t he s t a f f s i d e ( f h e
teacheis) . (Lai, 1987) . The principal possessed a very unique
position in decision making in the school context. In most
cases, the principal was the actor who def ined the p 1:ob 1 em ,
searched for alternative solution, consulted involving parties
and then put up the case to the School Management Committee
through the supervisor. The principal of school S was a man in
his early forties. He has served in the school as principal from
its inception. He has been a school teacher for eleven years
before he was appointed to the present post. He described
himself as a person who sought harmony and staff contention as
his major goals as a school administrator. I am a better
teacher than an administrator. (TS1).
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According to article 93 of the Education Ordinance, the
principal is responsible for all matters concerning teaching and
student discipline. In practice, the principal is responsible
for virtually all aspects of the school (Chan, 1986:44). The
organizational climate of the school is very much the product of
the pr incipa 1 ' s s ty 1 e of beha vi(3r . He t r i ed to bui 1 d up
organi z a t ion a 1 s (; r uc t ur e , de f i ne t he f unc Lions of var ious
committees and expected a certain kind of law and order to
evolve on its own. However, he was a person who reacted very
passionately to people's requests or ciiticisms and changed his
mind instantly. In open discussions, he was easily led away by
strong proponents . 1'he principa 1 s seemingly inconsistsncy in
administration created certain uneasiness among his suboidinates.
The principal regarded himself as more people oriented than
task-oriented in terms of leadership sty I.e. The duty list of the
principal was not included in the Teachers' Manuel compiled by
himself. it is very difficult to define rny duty. T have the
whole spec11 1.1111 of management work to look after. tfie principal
1:em a r ked. F 1 ex i b i 1 i t; y i s i rnpor t. an t: . F lex i b i 1 i t y was
undo i s too d as accept: Lng exceptional cases to the established
rules.
All teacher s i n f e r v i e w e d r e in a r k e d t h a t t ft e p r i n c i p a 1 was a
d e m o c r a t i c 1 e a d e r w 11 o s o u g la t h i s s u b o r d i. 11 a t e s ' v i e w in m o s t
circumstances. Reaction to the style varied among teachers. he
is a gentleman wlao will never say 1 no 1 to any person. one
subject panel remarked (TS5) . She preferred the principal to be
more authoritative in leadership. She and some other subject
paneIs re 111 arked t hat the si 1 b j ect pane 1 s e 11 joyed 111 uch freedom i n
decision making concerning their departments. However, many of
them did not enjoy the plenary discussion sessions of which the
p r incipa1 o fte n u s e d as a re 11 a s t o so1ve p r o b Jems concerning
sever a 1 d e p art me n ts . Th e s e sessions w e r e f u 11 of he a t e d
debates, efforts to define arid redefine educational objectives
and authority of various committees and posts. One subject panel
remarked. These attempts to define and redefine educational
objectives and roles of actors of decision making created a sense
of instability in management. To the writer of the present study,
it was the clue to understand the perceived role of individual
actors w h i c h f o r m e d t h e b a s to f a b r 1 0 s o f 1 e g i t :i macy .
The Executive Comm111ee
The principal was assisted by an Executive Committee and in
matters concerning the academic affairs, the Academic Committee.
An organizational chart appeared on the Teachers Manual is at
appendix 2. A simplified version concerning academic affairs in
is as the following:
School Management Committee
(he a d e d by the s u p e rvis o r}
Principal
Executive Committee
(headed by the principal)
A c a d e rn 1 c C o m in i 11 e e
(headed by one of the subject panels )
( appointed by the principal )
Subject Panels
Subject Teachers
The Executive Cornmittee was designed to be an highest
advisory committee of the principal in all administrative
matters. According to the Teachers' Manual, the main duties of
the Executive Committee was
1. to co-ordinate the work of all the administrative committees
and subject, panels of the school;
2. to discuss the general affairs of the school which are not
dealt by other committees;
3. to plan any special event such as the Opening Ceremony of
the school, Graduation Ceremony, etc.;
4 . to make decision on any emergency events or matters referred
by other committees;
5. to discuss and decide on any problems raised by the
principal.
T h e prim: i. p 11 1 a c t e d a s t lie c h a i r mi a n o f t h e E x e c u ti.ve
Committee. Other members of the committee were heads of the
foliowing commi 11 ees - academ 1 c , d i scip 1 inary , s t;udent we 1 f are
and c o u n s e ling, e x t: r a - c 1.1 r r i c u far a c t i v i t i e s , r e 1 i g i o u s e d u c a t i o n ,
careers and resources . I1 hey were in genera 1 the most senior
teachers of the school. in practice, the committee met once
every two or three months . Ef f ici.enc:y of the commi 11 ee was
hampered by the fact that members of committee did not possess
sufficient inf or m a t i o n of o t lie r c om in i t te e s to as s i s t i n rn a k i n g
major decisions. In most cases, the Executive Committee refer
the decision to relevant committees and in the circumstances of
the language issue, the Academic Committee.
In the eyes of many teachers, the Executive Committee was
not a policy making con11ni1tee. 11s major function was to assist
the principal to find out to which committee a task should be
delegated. However, riienIbers of tlie commi11ee were not sa t isfied
with present si t:ua tion .
The Academic Co nun 1 t: tee
The Academic Committee had 5 members with the Chinese
department head as chairman. The other members were not subject
panels themselves. They are e f f i c i e n t. y o u n g t e a c 11 e i. s k ! i o c a 11
assis t i.n acti vi t i es suc 11 as inaki ng t iine-1ab 1 e , r esources, the
head of the committee remarked. The major duties of the Academic
Committee as stipula ted in the feacheis Manual
1 .
2.
to promote a learning atmosphere at. school,




to take care of all academic affairs of the school;
to coordinate the different subject panels and help to solve
any problem concerning each subject;
5. to decide on matters concerning examinations, test,
syllabuses, homework, subjects offered for different forms,
textbooks, teaching aids, library and other aspects of
teaching,
6 . to plan the time-tables and give suggestions on the allo¬
cation of classrooms.
Members of the committee were selected on their personal
basis and not representing their respective subjects. They felt
tha t they were neither compe tent nor comfortable to discuss
matters concerning other subjects (TS7, TS8) . In this case,
matters involving individual subjects were referred to the
relevant subject heads and those concerning more subjects would
be settled by special plenary session with all involved parties
present. Of the latter case, one typical example was the matter
of allocation of., periods to individual subjects in 1986 which
will be discussed in the next chapter.
T h e Ac a d e m i c C o m m i 11 e e i s no t s a t i. s f i e d w i t h its pre s e n t
role in academic affairs in the school. It intended to take the
lead to raise the teaching efficiency of teachers and academic
achievement of students. However, in the eyes of other teachers,
especially those subject heads not included in the committee, the
Academic Committee did not possess the authority and resources to
attain its goals. The differences was magnified in the language
issue as both the Acade rn i c C. o mmitt.ee a n d the subject h e a d s
claimed to have the authority to decision making of the issue.
The Subject Panels
Subject departments or subject panels as they were more
often referred to, formed the basic unit of teaching activities.
According to the Teachers' Manual of School S, the major-
supervisory work of the subject heads were:
to for m u .1 a t; e c u r r i c u 1 urn p o 1 i c y for- t h e s u b j e c t in 1 i n e
with the general curriculum policy of the school;
2 setting the aims and objectives and determining the content
of the entire curriculum at different classes or form
levels;
3 en suring su pervision and as sist a nce f or new1y appointed
teachers and student-teachers; assisting the principal in
s ipe r v i s i ng t h e s t a f f f t he depa r t.men t.
With no single exception, subject heads in School S were the
most senior teachers of their respective departments. According
to the Code of Aid, only heads or departments and chairman of
major commi t: tee we re e 1 ig ib 1 e f or promot ion to a senior rank ,
n amei y , t h e s e i) i i - g r adu a lo mast er s i a s s i s tan 1 ma s t er s i 11 the
case of non-grac1 uates.
In this way , inos t sub j ect heads in Schoo 1 S , in the eyes of
other members of the department, possessed both positional power
and resource power as a leader . 1 hey wei. e l egai ded as exper ts
and chief advisors to the principal in matters concerning their
respective departments.
In the eyes of the sub ject pane 1 s , the Acadenii.c Commi 11ee
merely served as a co-ordinator and did not have the power to
override decision made in 11 ie subject meetings.
The Teachers
Teachers in school S could influence policy making of the
school in several ways:
1.
•»
As a member of a subject panel, he could put up his case in
the subject meeting;
2 As a member of the school, he could put up his case through
Joint Consultation Committee composed of school managers and
teachers;
3 . As a participants in plenary discussion sessions (often held
to resolve major issue of the school), he could put up or
defend his case and demands a resolution;
4 As a teacher of the school, he could put up his case or
discuss his problem in person with the principal.
Item one was a commonly utilized avenue to all teachers.
Items two was comparatively less common. The organizational
climate of school S was shaped by the frequent utilization of
item 3 and 4. Both item 3 and 4 are regarded by many teachers as
their unique opportunities to gain what they wanted which would
not be pursued in the hierarchical structure.
The active reaction of the principal to individual teachers
requests encouraged the utilization of item 4. It opened tip
unique avenue of information flows and also add to t h
instability of the formal organization stiuctuie.
The Organizational Climate
In sum, school S possesses a loose bureaucratic system which
allows teacher participation in all levels. The school had a
11 adi tion to respect both exper t;i.se and participat:ing approaoh in
connection with educational, decision making. Expertise was
provided by the Executive Committee, the Academic Committee and
in some occasions, the subject heads. On the other hand,
decisions were som e tim e s a r e by particip atio n o f w h o 1 e
population which provided it with the popular acceptance or
legitimacy . 'lens j on s 1)e t w een va r i on s a c t or s pe r :i. od i ca 11 y
occurred bocdiifjc (lie io! i; arid dut i es of var i ous act ors were not
well defined.
It should also be noted the f reqi.ient; uti 1 iza tion of pIenary
disc u s s i (. ) n s e s s i o i i s c r e a t: c ? d a s 11 b - c 11 1 t 11 r e t h a t b e i n g vocal ,
expressive and persistent was important, in the decision making
process.
School Ma11aqernent In 0pera 1.1 on
In daily operation of the school, the influence of the
Management Co in m i t tee i. s n o t v i s u a 11 y p r esent . M o s t of t h e
manager s do no t ha ve per soria 1 know 1 edge o f L he t eachers and
students. As a result, the principal stood out as the key figure
in daily ad m i. n 1 s t r a t i o n a n d t h e d e c i s i o n s c onnected with it.
Decision making was there fore a proce s s of interactions of
various actor s i . e . t h e p r i n c i p a 1 , v a r i o u s committees, t h e
subject panels and the teachers. The following paragraphs
attempt to give an account of the perceived roles of various
actors and illustrations of how these conflict of roles
material ized into choice~making in the decision malvi.ng piocess .
The Epi socle of A11 oca t:ion of I3eriocis
The unique roles of these actors could best be understood in
their reaction in the incident concerning allocation of periods
to subjects in early 1986.
%•
In March, 1986, the subject heads of the English, Chinese
and Mathematics requested that, in order to improve the academic
standard of the subjects, the number of periods of the respective
subjects should be increased. As a result, the increase of
number of periods allocated to these meant a cut on other
subjects.
The Executive Committee was consulted in this matter.
Opinion was divided. Discussions mainly concentrated on how a
9
decision could be made. The matter of teaching effectiveness and
relative significance of different subjects was not discussed. A
member, himself the co-ordinator of school resource and also head
of a cultural subject, remarked that as a member in the
Executive Committee, what I can contribute most is a balance of
view and to see things in a wider perspective. (TS7) I have to
be fair and impartial. I should not unconsciously try to defend
the interest of my own subject in the capacity of Executive
Committee member. My job here is to ensure that policies are
made in order (according to the stipulated procedure). (TS7)
The Academic Committee discussed the matter with heated
debates. The representativeness of the members explained their
respective stands. The co-ordinator of the committee, who was
head of Chinese department led a lengthy discussion on the
increasing importance of language education. Other members
disagreed and argued that social and cultural subjects were
e q 11 a 11 y imp o r t a n t o n t h e b a s i s o f h o 1 i s t: i c e d u c a t i o n . The i r
different emphasizes of education and expectation of an ideal
s t u d e nt pr o file w ere f uI 1y r eve a 1e d in t he discussio n.
M e m b e r s o f t h e Ac a d e m i c C! o m m i t t e e u r g e d t o c ome to a
co n c 1 u s i o n b y v o t i n g w h i c h t h e c o - o r d i ri a t o r o b j e c t e d . S h e
insisted t o c o n s u 1 t o t h e r t; e a c h e r s . I n 1; h e e y e s o f o t h e r
members , the move was to prot ect 11er own in teres t as a sub ject
head. It was r e g a r d e d a s c ontr a r y t o h e r p o s i. t i o n o f t h e
co o r d i n a t o r o f t lie A c a d e m i. c C o m in i 11 e e . These vie w s w ere,
however, not expressed the formal meeting. As a result, the
Academic Committee replied that, in view of the enormous after¬
effect of the dec i s ion, a p 1 enar y s e s s i. on s hould be held t o
discuss the matter and it should be convened by the principal.
A special committee comprised by all subject panels were formed
and three meetings were held. The meetings were filled with
heated debates over the fundamental principles of education, the
value of individual subjects and an acceptable procedure of
searching a resolution of the matter. The final resolution was
that the number of periods allocated to English and Chinese be
increased by one and nil for Mathematics. Periods for Design and
Technology be reduced from 3 to 2 and Biblical Knowledge from 2
to 1 .
The matters was thus settled by participation. According
to one subject paneI , there were much 1 obbvi ng and persuas i.o1i
between each session of discussion. On 27 May of the same year,
the principal conveyed the resolution to all teacher in the formi
of a circu 1 ar . In the Execut i ve Comm s 1: tee mee t i ng immecl i. a te 1 y
f o 11 o w j ii g a in (? im 1) 01 cj u cj t. i g t li 0 v a 1. i cl 2 t of h © cl 0 c i_ s i on rn a cl g in
the p 1 en a r y s e s s 1 on . H e r e a son ed th a t t h e s pe c i a 1 comrn i 11 e e was
initiated by the A o ad emic Co mmittee as a response t o t h e
Executive Committee's request, therefore the decision had to be
endorsed by the Executive Committee in order to be valid. He
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expressed that he agreed with the decision in itself but he
disagreed with the process of the decision making. This is the
first time that the matter of legitimacy was raised in the
school. One member tried to argued that since the principal
was the convener and all members of the Executive Committee were
present in the meeting as representing their respective
subjects, the resolution should be valid. The principal resolved
the issue by adopting an endorsement in retrospect. In the
writer's view, the member's attempt was an act to defend the
legitimacy of the Executive Committee as the highest advisory
body of the principal. The principal's action could be
interpreted, as suggested in the earlier discussion, as an
attempt to legitimate the decision. Moreover, the whole episode
could be viewed as a resolution over the conflict of solution by
dual process of consultation approach (with experts who had no
personal interest and with utmost objectivity) and participative
approach (with all who had involving interests).
The above illustration clearly revealed the texture of
interaction of various actors of decision making. It also hinted
on a general pattern of how individual actors responded to a new
issue. This is to be discussed in more detail in the following
sub-sections.
The Principal
In the eyes of; t.he teachers, the Management Committee was an
authorizing unit.. if usually responded to issues put up to it.
It seldom took initiatives to search for problems and solution
by itself. In regard to this general understanding, the
principal was expected to be front-line d e cision make r who
decided on wh et h e r an i s s u e s houId be pur sued. As an
administrator, he ha d s e t u p h i s c o n s u 11 a t i o n m e c h a n i s rn .
However, due to the ambiguities of roles of the committee and his
personal deliberation to maintain a democratic and responsive
public image, the mechanism did not function effectively. In the
case of the reallocation of periods to certain subjects, he had
act u a 11 y bypas s e d h i s m a i n a d v i sory c o rn m ittees i.e. t h e
Executive Committee and Academic Committee to adopt a resolution
in a d e at a p 1 e n a r y s e s s i o n .
T h e prin cipa 1 re pea t ed1y e mpha size d th at a g o o c
adminis trator had to be democratic and responsive to others'
need. His sense of democracy and responsiveness created ar
popular image which he fought hard to uphold. This image is
what the writer refer to as leg!timacy in the present study.
The Executive Comm111ee
Members of the Executive C o m m i tt.ee are a p p o i n t e d i 11
reference to their- positions as coordinators of major committees
o f the s c h o o 1 . A11 o f t h e m e m b e r s p e r c e i v e d t h emselve s a s
represent a t i. v e s o f t heir r e s pe c t i v e c o m m i t t e e a n d a 1 s o a s
advisors to the principal on matters relating to the school as a
whole. The dual role of the representativeness of their
constituencies and care for the holistic development were often
in conflict with each athern. This explained the reaction of the
committee in the issue of allocation of period. The committee
tended to be objective. It demanded a proposal from the Academic
Commit t e e w i t h s 11 p j p or t i n g d e t a i 1 . In t h i s w a y , i t c o u Id in a i n t a i n
its impar t i a 1 i ty and i t s roIe of decision-rnaker . The cornrni t tee
took a simiIar position in the 1.anguage i.ssue .
The Academic C oni in 1 11 e e
11 w a s s t i p u I a t e d i n t, Y i e T e a c h ers ' M a n u e 1 t h a t t h e Ac a d e rn i c
Committee was to co-ordinate all matters relating to academic
affairs. However, a member confided that he did not think that
the co m mittee h a d t h e a u t. h o r i. t y t o d o s o . It is due t o t h e
r
weak1 member sli i p and h i s t or i ca I r eason ( TS7 ) . By we ak
membership he meant that members of the committee were
relatively junior f e a c h e r s a n d , w i t h the ex c e p t i. o ri of t h e c o -
ordinate r, w e r e n o t s u b j e c t h e a d s . H e b e 1 i e v e d t: h a t t h i s
composition had significant: implication on how other teachers
percei ved the comnii ttee . By hi storical reasons , he reiterated
that the past coordinators of the committee were not people of
ambition or strong character. He cited the subject co¬
ordinators ' meet!ng as an example. ihe meetings which weie held
twice a year were convened by the principal, not the co-ordinator
of the cornmi11ee .
The present comini 11 ee was not sa t i s f ied wi. th their 1 ow
profile and demanded a more significant iole in the school.
Subject Panels
Though the subject panels did not form a coherent group in
the o r g a n i 7. a t i u 11 a 1 s t. r u c t ur e c) 1 t h e s c h oo I . Y e t, , i n in a n y
occasions of dec is ion-malting, they appeared to he actors who had
s i n t i 1 a r const d e r a f ion a n d a c t e d c o 11 e 01: i v e L y „ It w a s a c o in m o n
understanding among the subject panels that tTiey were experts in
their respective subjects (TS4, 7). They perceived themselves as
accountable to the principal, not the Academic Committee, for
their decision concerning their departments. Some regarded the
ambition of the co-ordinator of the Academic Committee to
increase the c o m m i ttee ' s in f 1 u e n c e a s a t h r e a t. t o t h e i r
authority. Their reaction was to neglect the policy. At the
beginning of the academic year 1985-86, the Academic Committee
a 1111 ounced t.ha t i n order to rai se t;he t eaching per f orrnance of
teachers, all subject departments were requested to conduct
classroom visitation among the panel members. The request did
not receive any response. It was not until the next academic
year w h e n t h e p r i n c i p a 1 rn a d e a f o r m a 1 r e q u est at the staff
meeting that the departments began to make arrangement for
classr00111 vi si t;at i on .
T e a c It e i s
Teachers 1 n schoo 1 S we 1 e bas i cm 1 I y sa t. i s t fed w i th the
mechanism of policy making in the school. They had trust in the
bureaucracy. They r eg a r d0d plenary s e s sion s a s sign s o f
democratic tradition of I lie school which they were proud of. A
Mathematics teacher commented on the heated debates of the
plenary sessions by saying that It is no harm to put forth one s
demand in a forceful way, so far it is for the benefit for the
school..
From the description above, it is quite clear that school S
worked on a hierarchical structure of decision making though in
many ci rcumstances the s t r uc ture and procedur e were not s tr .ic 11 y
observed. There we r e d .i f fere n t c h a i1 n e J s b e t w e e n a c tors of
decision mak ing thr ough the hierarchy . In the terrn of the
Organized Anarchy model, participants of decision making entered
and left the process of policy making at different time and
j u n ctures . T h e o v e r a 11 o r g a n i zation c 1 i rn ate was one of open,
participative harmony seeking.
Chapt:er V The Making of thie Lanquage_Po 1 icy
In this c 11 ap t,er , t: he wr i ter a 1ternp t s t;o gi ve a de t a 1.1
account of the events leading to the making language policy. The
course of events may, for the sake of cI arity of description, be
divide d i n t o t la r e e s t a g e s . T h e f i r s t s t a g e s t a r t e d w i t h t h e
government's appointment of OECD panel in .1981 to the release of
the Education Commjssion's Report No. 1. This is a period of the
emergence of the language issue in school S. The second stage
ended imm edia t e1y prec eding, t h e Ed ucation D e p a rt men t s cir c u1a r
for additional resou r c e for s c h oo 1 s a d o p t i n g C h i n e s e a s rn e d i u rn o f
instruction in May 1986. This is a period of the language policy
in t la e in a k i n g . The t h i r d s tage s t a r t e d w i t h t e E cl u c a 11 o n
Departmen t 1 s c i rcu 1 ar to the f ina 1 reso 1 u t ion in Ju 1 v 19 8 6.
By the t i rn e w h e n t h e K enne t h T o p 1 e y , t l e Secretar y f o r
Education designate, announced that an international, panel of
visitors has been appointed by the governor to conduct an overall,
review of Hong Kong Education System in June, 1981, there were
discussions among teachers in School S on the language issue
(TS5, TS6) . Some progressive teachers who had been activists
in the campaign for Chinese language regarded that the appoint¬
ment of the overseas panel meant a s u c cess of the CoLir.se of
Chinese Language Movement. They believed that language issue
would be dealt with in the panel's report and were very optimis¬
tic about the outcome. The subject heads of Mathematics and
Science department were especially enthusiastic. The head of
Physics depart rn e n t expressed that 1 a n g u age iss u e was a b a 1.11 e
between colonial education and liberal education. Adoption of
Chinese as the medium of instruction was not only an end in
i t s e 1 f , b u t a 1 s o a s y m b o I : f d e rn o c r a t i z a t i o n o f t. h e H o n g K o n c
e d u c a t i o n s y stem (T1 Y7) .
A t t h i s s t; a g e , t: e a c her s i n v o 1 v e in e n t i n the d i s c u s s i o n w a s
limited to a few. Some teachers avoided the topic because they
though t t h a t a s t e a c h i n g p r o f e s s i o ri a 1 s , t h e y s h o u 1 d n o t: b e
involved in political issue (TS7). However, quite unconnected
with the view that the language issue as an instrument toward
democratization of education was an popular awareness of lowering
academic p e r f o r i n a nee o f s t. u d e n t s . (T S 7 , T S 4 ) T h e r e w a s t h e r e f o r e
discussion of the feasibility of using Chinese as medium of
instruction pu rely fro m the p erspectiv e of t e aching
effectiveness . Soine d i sens s ed t he ma L t er w i t:h t lae idrinc i pa 1
informally. These phenomenon reflected that teachers in school S
were substantively converting the issue into a policy agenda.
The principal was aware of the possible output of these discus-
sions and dialogues. He began to discuss the matter with some
senior subject heads (TS1). However, he expressed that the time
was not yet ripe for presenting the case to the supervisor nor to
the management commi11ee . I used to present t;he schoo 1 bus 1 ness
in concrete resolutions for the supervisor1s consideration. It
was also the way he desired. the principal remarked. (TS1) the
principal admitted that in doing so tie had to make preliminary
choices to condense the matter and limit the solutions to a few.
In term of decision making process, the issue was not yet formu¬
lated into an agenda.
At this juncture, the main policy body i.e. the Management
Committee, and the principal with his major advisory bodies did
n.ot regard the language po 1 icy as an 1.ssue of policy making.
The 0 EC D report was formally released on 6 th May, '1983.
Ag a i n s t all p u b 1 i c expect a t i o n s , t fi e g o v e r n m e n t. m a d e n o
indication of adoption of the report. Most teachers in School S
expressed their welcome of the report and were anxious to see
that the government; would adopt the recommendation therein (TS1 ,
TS 5) .
Immediately after the release of the Education Commission's
Report No. 1, a group of progressive teachers requested for an
overall review of the language policy of the school (TS5, TS6) .
Some t eacher s t ook i n i t i a t i ve f o • mp i 1 e ma t. er i a 1 s on the
effectiveness of using either English or Chinese as medium of
instruction . T h e m a t e r i a 1 s w e r e e i r c u 1 a t e d a in o n g t h e s u b j e c t
heads (TS5, T S 6) .
Most English teachers, the head of the English department in
pa r t i c u 1 a r , h a d r e s e r v a t i o n f o r u s i n g C h i n e s e a s m e d .i. 11 m o f
instruct:ion . T1 iey be 1 1 eved that 1 ess exposure to Eng 1 ish wou 1 d
result in the lowering of the English standard of the students.
The principal found it difficult to reach a unified policy to
p1.ease everybody (TCI ) .
The release of the Education Commission's Report No. 1
marked the second stage of development of the language issue in
school S. At this stage, the principal faced two groups of
tsarhprs with c o n f 1 i c t. i i i g o p i n i o n s o n the issue. On one 11 a n cl
were the English teachers who had reservation about the use of
Chinese. On the other hand were a larger number of teachers who
0 2 n favour o f u s i n g C h i n e s e . The 1 a 11 e i s niotivati on w a s
mainly f l o m t} e p o i n t o f v i e w o f a ( j a cl e m i. 7 e f f e c t: i v e n e s s . I a rn
alarmed by (he .lowering of proficiency standard of English of the
s tude 111. s . [ he'pe they ( t he s 111 de 111 s ) ca n 1 earn Ma t: herna t i cs
better through using Chinese (as medium of instruction)a
Mathematics teacher remarked. (TS7) It should also be noted
that some teachers who advocated using Chinese had an ulterior
motive of using the language issue as a tool to achieve what they
believed as democ::ra t i zati.on of t he educ 111 o 11 a 1. sys I:ern .
At this juncture, the subject heads of Biblical Knowledge
and Economic and Public Affairs (EPA) approached the principal
and placed a form a 1. request for u s i. n g C h inese a s m e d i. u 111 o f
instruction. In response to the writer query about the proce¬
dure, the subject head of EPA remarked, I have never thought of
consulting the Academic Committee. This is an important issue.
Only the principal has the authority to make the decision. You
kn o w , all m y f e I 1 o w s u b j e c t t e a c h e r s s u p p o r t e d rn e i ri t; h i s
matter. (TS8) the subject head of Biblical Knowledge expressed
that she had disci 1 s s e d t: h e m a 11 e r w i t h t h e c o - o r d i. n a t o r o f 11 j e
Academic Committee. Her impression after the discussion was that
as a formal peti. tion, her case would go through the formal struc¬
ture i.e. from Academic Committee via the Executive Committee to
the pr i ncipa 1. To her , t he procedur e wa s unduly 1 ong . Cons i.der-
ing the time element, she approached the pi incipal diiectly. In
doing so, she did not mean to be irrespect the two committees'
concerned.
The crucial point at this juncture was the response of the
principal. He fully understood the significance of decision he
made and also the procedure o( how he made i t.. His cons idei a t ion.)
of the fina1 decision w e re:
1 .
It the matter was to be handled by the management committee,
the result wou 1 d poss 1 b 1 y be a u ni. 11 ed po 1 i cy which wou 1 d
u p set a t 1 e a s i, o n e p a r t: y ;
2 . if he ignored the request of the two subject heads, he might
be regarded as irresponsive and autocratic.
With these considerations in mind, the principal chose to
avoid making a genera1 po1icy concerning the 1anguage issue. He
tried to contain t lie request of the two subject departments as
matters on a departmental level which could be settled by the
departments themse1ves wi t h the cov ering approval of the
principal. The supervisor was not consulted on this matter. The
principal reasoned that since the ma11er was not forrnu 1 ation of a
policy, therefore the approval of management committee was not
required. lie therefore complied with the request of the two
su b j e c t h e a d s a n d p 1 a n n e d V c h a n g e the in e d i u m o f i n s t r u c t; i on
from the acade m i c year 1986-87. 1 n March J. 9 8 6 , before t h e
principal made a formal announcement of his action, members found
out in a subject heads meeting through the proposed text-book
list that two subjects would change to Chinese as medium of
instruction. It came to the subject heads as a shock. There
were queries over the p r o c e d u r e a n d a 1 s o r e quest f o r a c o iri p r e h o n -
syve po1iey concern!ng the language issue. In the eyes of some
subject heads, policy of the language issue had been made. At
least a precede n t c a s e h a d been set. Come teacher s w e r e
surprised to learn the change of the language used in E.P.A. and
B.K. without a wide consultation. Most teachers expected the
formulation of a unified policy before any individual subject
should m a k e a c h a ng e . They expec t ed i n the pr oc e s s o f
consu 11. a t i on , t he 1 r opinion wou 1 d be cons idered.
In the second stage of the policy making, the major actors
were the two subject heads and the principal. However, it should
be note d t h a t the ot h e r a c t o r s f r o m 1h e E x ecu t i. v e C o m i n i. 11 e e to
t he teachers were aware of t:Ie s i. tua t i on aiid I:r i e(i to f ormu 1 a te
their choice in response to the case of the two subjects as facts
accomplished.
The third s t age of t;he 1 ariguage scene s tar ted in May 1 986
when school S received a circular from the Education Department
concerning additional resources for school adopting Chinese as
medium of instruction. The circular was duplicated and posted up
i n t h e s t a f f r o o rn s f o r s t a f f i n f o r m a t :i o n .
The Educat.ion Department' s circular created a new scene of
the 1 ariguage i s s11e i n sc Ik)o 1 S . Fi r s 11 y , a s r equ i r ed by t he
Educat ion Depa r 1 men t: , a genera.1 po 1 i cy of 1 anguage had to be
formulated. In this way, the supervisor and school management
committee had to be consulted. Secondly, as it was a hot-issue
of all Hong Kong schools, all teachers were involved in discus¬
sions of the matter in one way or the other. All teachers wished
to involve in the process of policy making.
In the School Management Committee meeting held in June, the
language issue was brought up for discussion. In the meeting,
the supervisor expressed that this was a pl. of essi.ona 1 ma 11ei and
coul d be decided by the principal and the teachei. s (MCI, 1 SI) .
He was echoed by two o111er members . 'i1 he superv i sor rei tera ted
that the role oi the cornm i tt ee was basically supervisory. They
would 1oave logistical part of the policy to the principal. The
c o m 111 i 11 e e i e s o .1 v e d that it; h a d n o specific r u 1 i . n g c o ncer n i ng t h e
language policy. The principal, with the a s s i s t a n c e o f t; h e
teachers were given the power to decide. The resolution was
immediately made known and was welcomed by the teachers as the
management committee anticipated and desired.
At this juncture, the principal was expected to widely
consult his subordinates and formulate a unified language policy
immediately. On the part of teachers, a group of subject heads
who were in favour of Chinese as medium of instruction requested
t h e principal t o e s ta b1is h a s e a r c h c o m mi11e e a n d t o 11 o1d
plenary sessions for all teachers to discuss the matter. The
search committee would collect materials on effectiveness of
using of practicalities such as text-books and glossary. At this
juncture, the English department head requested for a general
survey of parents' choice. These suggestions were brought up in
the Executive C o m in i 11 e e ' s m e e t i n g . In t h e m eeting, it was
resolved to drop the idea of search committee and parents'
opinion survey would be held instead. A member recalled the
meeting a n d r e in a r k e d t; h a t t h a t w a s a '' po 1 i. t i c a 1 deal. T h e
search committee would undoubtedly confirmed the use of Chinese
while the p a r e n t s would o b j e c t t o i t . T h e r e s u 1 t w a s t o d r o p
both. (TS4)
In the plenary sessions which were chaired by the principal,
resolved that the choice of. the medium of instruction was left
with the departnuyrits sujoiect_to the approval of' the princl pal .
The year long debate thus came to a conclusion.
Chapter VI Piscussion of F1 ndinqs f rom _ 1.h e_ Pers pe c t i v e s of
Ra t: iona 1 i t y and I ,og i t i macy
11 this section, the language issue of School S will be
analyzed fro in t: w ) p e r s p e c t i v e s : t h e r a t i o 11 a 1 p e r s p e c t i v e a n d t h e
1 egi t: i niaey per5eel i vo .
T f i e a n a J y s i :; w i 1 1 i d e n t i 1: y t h e c r i t i c.t I j i n c t u r e s 1 n t h e
decision - rn a k i n g p r o c ess. T h e s e a r e t h e p o i n t s t h a t r e q u i r e
e x p 1 a n a t i o n . T h e m a i n b o d y o f the a n a 1 y s i s w i 1 1 t ti e n t r y t o
p r o vide ex p 1 a n a t i on f o r t h e j u n c t u res, u s i n g d i f f e r e n t f r a in e w o r k s
of thought.
The Cr i t i ca 1 Junc t iires
The f i r- s t q u e s t i o n i. s : W fi y s h o u 1 d s c h o o 1 S c o n s i d e r t h e
language i ssue? Wia t were 111e ma in cons :i dera t i ons of di f f e r en t.
actors of po I ivy making? The second quesl ion: What were I. fu.;?
specific methodology employed by dilIerent actors? The third
question: Why did different, actors adopt the position and take
ac tions as they ha i bo enV
T h e R a t: i o n a 1 Exp la n a t ion
The rational oxplanat ion assumes that basic concern of all
actors are the decision per se. I hey a 1 1 t i ied to sti i ve foi
some object! ves i n educa t ion in tfie s c 11 o a 1 lev c.'l . Coiif licts
ari se because they have di t !.gt gii t goals oi means to ai i ive a t. the
goals, or when t here are basic inteiest conflicts that ai e not.
easily compromised. This is goal-maximization paradigm discussion
in Chapter II-
—ilY ell(311 1d t1)o 3c:hoo J Consider the Language Issue
All actors in the decision making considered that the medium
of ins t r 11 c t ion w a s a n i m po r t: a n t; i s s u e i n t h e s c h oo 1
effectiveness. Most of them believed that there was a positive
relation between the adoption of mothertongue as medium of
instruction and academic performance of students, and the present
situation of using English in all subject was a problem. Even
the department head of English Language agreed that using Chinese
in subjects like EPA and BK would enhance teaching effectiveness.
The dispute was over the considerations of the following
f 7Ac~ 1~ f t r -T —
l the supply of Chinese textbooks and teaching references,
the competence of teachers in using Chinese as medium o
i n q I r 11 rx 1~ i nn
3 .
A
ttie paren ts ' a11 i t;ude ,
the continuity of junior and senior secondary school
eurri nil um .
the a d ditio n a 1 h u ma n resources re quire d t o prepa re n e w
teaching syllabuses in Chinese.
At this junctures, the school management committee, viewed
from a rational perspective, decided that the choice should be
made by the principal and the teachers who were professionals who
understood what would be best for educational effectiveness. The
committee saw school effectiveness as a conglomerated whole and
did not prioritize the elements that made up school effectiveness
sue h a s teac h i n g e f f e e t i. v e n e s s , a d m i n is t rati ve ef f icie n c y ,
quality of student in-take, and public image of the school etc.
The committee's respect for professional view allowed the wide
s t a f f p a r t: i c i p a t i on in t lie poll c y m a k :i n g .
The pi i n c i pa 1 , the Execu t i ve C omm i t t e e a nd Academic
C o m 1 n i 11 e e , a s i n i p o r t a n t acto r s of p o 1 i c y in a k i n g i n v i t e d the
part i c i p a t i. o r i o f a 1 ]. t e a c h e r s i n p r o c e s s o f s e a r e h , w i t h t h e
belief that the best alternative solutions could be found as a
r esu 1. t: o f coinrnon s t i i vp .
The subject heads and the subject teachers shared the common
goal of i rn p r o v i n g t; h e quality o f e d ucat i o n a n d s c h o o 1
effect!veness. Mowever, they had dif1erent priorities concerning
respective component of school effectiveness. Some regarded the
psycho-social deve 1 opment: of st:udent:s as utmost.1 y impor1:ant i.n
secondary school education while others considered that career
f
prospect and entrance to tertiary education as most important.
Conflict, over the language issue was thus, in the rational
perspective, a conflict: over goals and objectives of different
actors.
Di f feient Ways of Approachi nq the Issue
Viewed from a rational perspective, actors of policy making
tried to formulate their policies on rational analysis. These
rational basis, as seen in the above description and in terms of
McGrew and Wilson's model (1982:3), varies from impartial expert
advice of the third party to a participation of all interested
parties. Cheng (1987) depicted these approaches as
technocratic approach and political approach in his studies
of educational policy making in Hong Kong in the 1980s.
In the case of School S, the school management committee
chose to adopt a consultative approach, with the rationale that
the e d u c a t. 1 o 11 p r o 1 e s s i o n a 1 s p o s s e s s e d the i m part i a 1. i t: y a n d
expertise required to prc)duce the best so 11tion . At the sarne
tlme , ot her met hods as suggested by di fferent groups of the
teacher s wou 1 d a 1 so per t a i n t o a inor e f easib 1 e alterna t ive.
These devices inc1udes an over a11 re view as suggested by t he
Mathematics and Science teachers, survey of parents' opinion by
the English teachers, compilation of an objective report on the
ef f ect i venes s o f us ing e i 111 er Eng 1 i sh or C h i nese a s rned iurn of
instruction, and collection ot information of other schools etc.
In this way, the conflict over the language issue could also be
viewed as a conflict over method to reach a feasible solution,
i.e. a conflict over the procedure in decision making. In this
w a y , the p r i n e i p a I , a s a c o n f 1 u e n c e p o i n t o f d e c i s i o n ni a k i n g ,
tried to compromise the conflicts over the procedure and ruled
that a 11 devices had sorne meri t.s in i t self. However , when the
element of ime concerned, some devices were preferred to the
others.
T h e p r i n c i p a 1 ' s r o 1 e i n t h e p r o c e s s w a s w h a t t ; o w h a t C a r 1 e y
(19 8 0:11) descr i bed as survey and c 1 ar 1 f ica t-ion of alterna t i ve
solutions in h i s !) s teps of slibs tan ti ve ra tiona 111:y .
P o s i t i o n s o f Res p e c t i v e A c tors
Viewed f r cm a r a t i ona 1 per spec t i v e , t: he ac t or s of dec i s ion
making were g o a 1 ~ c o n s c i ous an d tiled t o reach an optional
solution that could best accommodate the objectives. The school
management commi 11ee of Sc 1 ioo 1 t de 1 ega t.ed the authoi i ty of
decision making of the language issue to the teaching
profess1ona1s in 111e be1ief that expertise wou1d produce the most
appropr i ate a 1ter na t i ves . The supervi sor emphas i zed tha t '' we (t;he
school management committee) are responsible to the sponsoring
body and the society at large. We educate students as unique
individuals and to prepare them to suit the changing society. We
are assisted by a gro11ps of capab1e academics (SMC1) .
With the authority vested on him, the principal preferred to
consider the language issue on subject basis. He considered the
1 ni t ia t ives arid conviction of the teachers on the issue as a key
to success of the policy. He therefore rated them highly in his
consideration of the alternative solutions and decided to leave
the decision to the subjects. The principal objected to conduct
general review and survey of parents' opinion because time was
lacking. Delay of the decision might hamper future planning of
the school . The Executive Commit; tee and Academic Committee
adopted the same position as the principal. The members welcomed
rational analysis so far as time permitted. In view that the
change of the language policy would affect relevant subject
teacher s , I he comin i t t ee wa n I ed to secu re t he co -ope ra t i on of
teachers concerned . They theref ore agreed that plenary sessions
should be held.
D i f f e r e n t s u b j e c t h e a d s h a d t. h e i r o w n p r i. o r i t i e s o f
educational objectives. Some concerned more about the psycho¬
social d e v e 1 o p m e n t o f s 111 d e n t s a n d p r o p o s e d t h a t. t h e u s e o f
mother tongue was a necessity. Other concerned about the
career prospect of students and defended the status quo. Like
that of the subject heads, positions of teachers varied according
to their understanding of educationa I idea1s.
In shor t, the ra tion a1 exp1 a na tion s ees the differen t actors
in the issue as goal conscious. Their primary concern was to
arrive at some desired policy concerning the language issue.
The Legi t itnacy Exp 1 a na t i on
The legitimacy explanation assumes that the interactions
between the actors in policy making may not be prompted by a
desired po 1 i cy out pu t; , bu t t h a t; t h e a cqu 1 s 1 t ion or d e f e n s e of
legitimacy could itself be the goal. In this case, the concern
of the actor is often in the process rather than the policies per¬
se . Conflict s we r e there f or e not: ones of approaches nor of
interests, b1i1 one of legitimacy.
Why Should the School Consider the Language Issue
Members of the Execut i ve Com rn i I fee was not especially
interested in t he I anguage i s sue un t i 1 in 1 9 8 3 when some
progressive teachers began to discuss the adoption of mother
tongue as medi um of i nstr11ct.ion . The Execut:i ve Comini11ee was
determined to take over and matter in the belief that issue that
affected the school's development on a long term basis should be
presented t o t. h e E x e c u t i v e C o m in i 1: t e e for d i s c u s s i o n a n d
endorsement. The Executive Committee was keen to maintain its
role as the chief advisory body to the principal. In certain
cases like the 1 s sue o f alioca t. i on of per iods to indi vidua 1
subjects, the Executive Committee even insisted that the
decision be made in the committee with the principal as the
chairman (TS3). The Executive Committee had its legitimacy to
defend and hence had to acknowledge the language issue as a ieal
problem for it to tackle.
The Academic Cornini. 11 ee foilowed t he s ame 1 i ne w i th t he
Executive Committee. The head of the Academic Committee who was
also head of t h e C 11 i ne s e depa r t meri t w 1 shed t o take t h i s
o p por t u n i t y t. o r e - e s t a h 1 i s h t h e s t a t u s o f: 11 i e A c adem i c C o rn rn i 11; e e .
The 1 og i s t i c of Mie Acadern i c coinmi. t t ee wa s to ho 1 d a p 1 ena r y
session t o discn s s t h e i s s u e a n d p r e s e n t e d a 1 i s t; of
alternatives for the principal and Executive C o rn m i ttee 1 s
consideration. Viewed f r om a 1 eg i t: i rn a cy pe r spective , t; h e
Academic Committee had also its legitimacy to defend. The
majority of the Academic Committee members regarded that the
outcome of the language policy would not affect the relative
status of the committee whereas the fact that the Academic
Committee was empowered to hold plenary discussion sessions and
draft the fina1 proposa1 wou1d substan five1y raise the s ta tus of
the committee. Thus the language issue should be included in the
agenda and be regarded as a real problem to be tackled.
The principal expressed that he was not especially convinced
of the need to adopt mother tongue as teaching medium. Talking
from his own personal experience and the fact that the student
intake of the schoo.1 was i rnprovi ng substantive 1 y , the pr incipa 1
could have set as i.de the i ssus even wi 1 h the add 11iona 1 resource
provided by t:he Ed11ca t ion 1)epar tment: . He added tha t; change of
medium of instruction could affect the confidence of parents.
However, as the chief administrator of the school, he believed
that he had the responsibility to respond to and accommodate
issues that h1s sta f f c o n sidered imp o rt a n t. If y o u d o n1t
respond, it is either because you are incompetent or you are not
responsible. the principal remarked (TS1). He believed that a
good pi iricipa] should be open, democratic and had good
• i. 1 , i '
initiative. As seen from a legitimacy perspective, the principal
had to defend his legitimacy as a good, democratic and efficient
administrator. He had to take initiative to accommodate the
1 anguage po 1 i cy a s an i s s ue (3 f t h e scioo 1 . 01 he r wise t h e
i n i t i a t i v e w o u 1 d b 1 u s u i e d b y h i s s i i b o r d i n a t e s . T n 11i e s a m e
way, subject heads had I heir legi t imacy to defend who regarded
themselves as c 1 ii ef advisors to the princ:i.pa 1 on their respecti ve
subjects.
Jus t:i, f y inq Dec 1 s i oris
The approaches adopted by different actors to justify their
decisions varies from an impartial third party consultation to
heated d eba t es o I ; 1 eii ar y d iscuss i on s o f a 11 pa r I i. es w i. t;h
involv i n g i n t e r e s t. s . I n to e t; w e e n w e r e c o n s u 1 t a t: i o n s e s s 1. o n s ,
establishmen t of a search coinmi. 11.ee , compi 1 ation of relevant
research materials and opinion survey of r e I e v a n t: parties.
T h e 1 e g i t i m a c y e x p 1 a n a t i c) n a s s u m e s t h a t a c t o r s c o n c e r n e d
have their legitimacy to defend. In doing so, they may choose a
particular solution to the problem not because it is the best one
in t e r m o f the con s e g u e n t x a 1 e f t e c t b u t b e c a li s e i t s e r v e s t. o
legitimize their roles as actors. And furthermore, in order to
make their choi cei inore conv L nc i ng , 1.11 e ac tcr s had to re 1 y on
some ways of j us t i f yi ng thein . Then t.hey t ry to 1 egi t irna t e the ir
choices.
The school management committee had for a long time viewed
its non-professional nature as a deficit of legitimacy in making
major policy for the school. In the June meeting, a member
111 out ion oil about invit i ng i g r on p j t I oiu 1 cm Ilk, a I ors outside the
school to investigate into the matter. This is close to third
pai t. y consul tat i on which would ( for an imparl i a 1 solution to t lie-
issue. The memboi , himself a pi oru i nori t dentist, rema i keel that no
matter what, the outcome won Id be, i t con Id be accept: at)] e to a I I
parties (S M C A) . The committee t in a I ly chose to inst ruct; I he
principal and teachers to execute i ts own search. The comin i t tee
also demanded a reporting back of t he process and t he f i nal
outcome. The devices employed by the school iiiariagemon I commit tee
were delegation and reporting back. II was clear that it would
add to the deficit ol legitimacy of the committee in terms of
expertise if the committee chose to take either position i.e.
agree or disagree with the change of modium of instruction. The
committee, in making the choice as mont ioned above, gave up its
authority of decision making for an exchange of legit imaey.
The demand for reporting back, on the other hand, clef ended
the legitimacy of the school management committee as the school's
hig hest po1ic y ma ki 11 g body .
The role of the supervisor resembled t hat of the management
committee in many ways . 1 n td'je d i scuss i rn w i t.h I lie pr inc i pa I i n
the early stage of the issue, the supervisor considered inviting
a group of outside educators as a resource team to serve tlie
management cornui i I t oo. Eiuiot ion of t lie i osoui co team was close to
the search commi l toe suggested by the teachers. This was an
ef f oi t of ga i n ing I egi I: i macy t.h r ong 11 exi)er t i se . AII te r 1 earn 11ig
t hat the t w o s u b j e c t s , n a it i e 1 y EPA and B K , h a d a 1 r e a cl y s e t a
precedence in the policy, the supervisor chose to leave the power
of decision making to the principal and teachers. In this way,
he could maintain his good relationship with the principal and
the teach o 1. s , a J o g i t: 1 rn a c y h e i i t e n d e d t o m a i n t a 1 n .
Unl i ke the nut 10 go in en t com 111 i t toe , l In? pri nci pa I a d o p t e d a
political a p p r o a c h . A s a f r o n t - 1 i n e a d m i. n i s t r a t o r , t h e
principal believed that the best decision was the one acceptable
t: o t h o s e m o s t a t 1 e c t. e d b y i t . T11 a t w a s why the p r i 11 c i p a 1
insisted that decisions would be made on the basis of individual
subjects from the very beginning of the issue. On the other hand,
he accepted the idea of p 1 e 11 ary session wi th the belief that i t
could open up an avenue for exchange of views. He believed that
there would not be overwhelming opinions expressed for either
s i d e . P lend r y s c ? s; i o n s w i t h a I I a 1 f e c t e (1 p a r t i e s a 11 e n d i n g w a s
'political' in nat: 11 re . The si tuation was dif f icu 11 to handie.
However, the principal was convinced that it would add to the
strength of the legitimacy of the policy. As a consequence, the
principal defended his legitimacy as a democratic and responsible
administrator.
Members of the Executive Committee have different methods to
1 eg i t i in a t e t h e i r c h o i 0 e . T ho s e w h o w e r e f a v o r a b 1 e t o 11 s e CI 1 i n e s e
urged to form a search committee which would possibly provide
them with an impartial and academic support . In the perspective
of 1egitimacy expI an a11on, it w as t o 1egitimat e a po1icy wit h
expertise. On the other hand, those who did not welcome a change
of policy utilized the parents' opinion survey as a evidence for
their choice. To maintain unity, the two proposed activities
were later given up by th0 pi. oponents t.o gi ve way to p 1 e 11 a 1
discussion session. Divided in opinion as it was, the Executive
Committee had an intention to maintain its legitimacy as a
unified, impartial bodv
The Academic Committee was active in the issue by collecting
and disseminating information to all teachers concerned on the
language issue. The members of the committee, though divided in
the choice in the issue, has a common understanding that no
matter the final resolution would be, the relative importance of
the committee would be raised. The committee's main concern was
its active participation in the process of policy making.
The subject heads, on the other hand, had to defend their
roles as head of their departments and as chief professional
advisors to the principal. Both positions urged them to be
active and to take initiative in the issue. Some of the subject c.»
heads believed that, the Academic Committee's active role in the
process threatened their position as actors of decision, not so
much in the decision of the present issue, but in the future
issues. The primary concern of the heads, in the legitimacy
explanation, was to legitimate their choice through various
devices. Decisions, in most cases, were made before the search
and discussion sessions.
Thp Positions of Respective Actors
The legitimacy explanation attempts to see the actions taken
by individual actors as a defense of their respective legitimacy.
Legitimacy is referred here to the credibility and
acceptability of the actors or the policy rather than the
legality of them. This has been duly discussed in section
Legitimacy in Decision-making (pp. 17-18) . The last two sub¬
topics have explained the reasons for certain actors adopting
t h e i i p a i t i c u 1 a r p o s i t i o n s . T o a v o i d r e p e t i t i o n , t h e w r i t e r
would concentrate on discussion of the positions of the head of
Chinese department .
T lie head o f t h e c 11 i n e s e d e p a r t in e n t a t t h e e a r 1 i e r stag e o f
t h e i s sue d i d n o t o b j e c t f o u s i n g C h i n e s e a s m e d i u rn o f
i n s t r u c t i o n i n m o s t s u b j e c t s . S h e b e I i e v e d t h a t tea c h i. n g
efficiency would be substantively raised as a result of the
policy. She was also convinced that the success of the policy
depended on the conviction of individual teachers. However, in
the d e b a t e s t h a t f ) 1 1 o w e d , s h e o b j e c t. e d t o t; h e i. d e a t h a t
consider a t ion of t he 1 angu age s 1 io111. d be made on the bas i s of
i n d i v i d u a 1 s u la j e c t s . S h e i n s i s t e d o n a unified g u i d i n g
principle. Her seemingly inconsistent positions puzzled the
writer until in a follow-up interview, she explained that it was
a way through which the Academic Committee could regain its
author i t y over the s u b j ect panels ( T S 4 ) . In t h e s a m e
conversation, she mentioned about the episode of allocation of
periods to subject in 1986. She was alarmed by the lowering of
authori ty of 111 e Ac ad emic Commi 11 ee. S he e xpr e s s ed that
authority of individual subject heads had to be limited (TSI).
That explained her position in the later stage of the issue. In
the legitimacy explanation, she had a legitimacy to defend, as
head of the Academic Committee.
The teachers' positions in the issue were revealed in the
plenary discussion sessions. Their opinions were divided. One
EPA teacher spoke very strongly in favour of using Chinese and
defended very sternly his position. He told the writer that he
ivas not sure whe t. Ite r hi s opt i on was a be tter one f or s t uden t. s
when all consequences including students' career prospect were
taken in consideration. He remarked Anyway, as a participant in
the discussion session, you have to be bold enough to take a
stand and to del end it subsequently. : (To 9) In the legitimacy
per s p e c t. i v e , t i i e t c a c h e r 11 a d a 1. e g i. t i m a c y o f a n a c t i v e a c t o r t o
be maintained. His concern was to participate in the process.
In sum, the legitimacy explanation sees the language issue
as largely a ba t 11 e i n wh i ch ac t or s f ough t t: o i ncrease or
c om pensate for 1 e g i t i in a c y f: o r t ii e i r a u t h o r i t i e s i n policy-mak i n g .
Tl'i e language i s s u e i n S c h o o 1 S was i n i t i a t e d by s o m e
progressive teachers and subject heads. The Commission's
Report and the Education Department's provision of additional
resources added we i gh t to t. Ine i ssue . The acceptance of t he
language issue as an item in the agenda of policy making was a
credit to the school management committee. It demonstrated their
open-mi nd edness. To save itself from the deficit of in term of
professionalism, the committee offered a blank approval to both
answers. The principal, caught in a dilemma of defending his
i. mage a s a n o p e n and d e rn o c r a 1 i e p r i n c i p a 1 a n d h i s po s i t i o n a 1
authority of a c h i e f ad m i n i s f r a t o r , t r led t o r e s o 1 v e it b y
c h o o s i n g t o c o n s i d e r t 11 e la n g u a g e i s s u e o n t h e b a s i s o f
individual subjects. 1n doi11g so, he )iad overru1ed the authority
of Executive Committee and the Academic Committee which were the
important part of the decision making mechanism he established.
As a result, me m be rs o1 t he se c o m mit fee fo u g ht ba c k t o d e f en d
their legitimacy.
C h a p t e r V II C o n c 1 u s i o n s and I rn p 1 f c a t 1 o n s
As pointed out in Chapter II, this study seeks to discover
rather than c o n fir m theory, to generate rather than to test
hypotheses. The last chapter explores whether theories have been
discovered or hypotheses generated.
The preceding sections have attempted to explain the
language issue by using two different models. The first part of
this section attempts to replicate briefly these two models to
interpret another incident of the school i.e. the incident of
period allocation of individual subjects. This attempt is to
ensure that the use of legitimacy model in parallel to the
rational model is not unique to the language issue chosen for the
study, nor only to School S as a chosen school for study. The
overall objective is to demonstrate that the notion of
legitimacy, as depicted in previous chapters, is worth pursuing
as an alternative to other conventional models.
The rest of the section is devoted to further developing the
notion of legitimacy. This part includes a discussion of the
specific implication of the notion of legitimacy to Hong Kong
schools.
Further AoDlication of the Legi11macy Explanation
As explained in chapter III, theories discovered in
ethnographic types of research are not to be generalized by
statistical inference. The success of ethnographic case studies
does not lie in applying the theories generated to the full
population. Full population generalization is impossible and
unjustified. However, the theories generated can be enriched by
their appl i cab i I i i y to ot. hor oases of similar nature. It is
t hei e f o 1 e use 1 u 1 to see t: he ext e111 to wh i.ch the two exp 1 ana t ions
used .in this study can be applied to another policy event in the
school under study. It was the case of allocation of teaching
periods. Wi th basio tacts aIready described in chapter IV,
t he wi i t er a t; t emp t s t o exp 1 a in the i nc i d en t wi th the rationa 1
model and legitimacy model.
T h e R a 11. o n a 1 M o del
Any organ i. z a t i o n h a d i t s o w n h i e r a r c1 h y o f a u t hi o r i t y . T h e
efficiency of the organization would be raised if the chain of
command is well depicted. As suggested by the formal structure,
the principal with his executive committee formed the apex of the
policy ma king pyr amid . They pos ses sed more thorough i.n f orma t ion
on all parts of the school and hence could make the most rational
choice. The queries of the member of Executive Committee on the
validity of t he d ec ision made i n t he p 1 ena r y s es s ion was
rational. The ground was that the Executive Committee who had
fuller information and judgment. They might add better-
alternative solutions to the issue. Thus the primary concern of
all parties were of the outcome of decision making.
Ij e g i 11. m a c y E x p 1 a n a t i o n
L e gitima c y ex p1 a n a tion see s t h at the actor s had t h e i r
1egitimacy to be defended or s tr eng11 iened. The Academic
Committee supported the decision made at the plenary session to
acquire its legitimacy as a significant device in the policy
making m e c h a n i s m i n t h e s c h o o 1 . F o r t h e s a rn e reason, t h e
Executive Committee objected to the decision to defend its
legitimacy a s a h i g h e s t advisory c o rn m i 1: t e e t: o t h e p r i n c i p a 1 .
Their concern was not the policy per se but the process and the
way their role of actors of policy-making being affected.
Tine App 1 icab 11 ity of Legitimacy as Explanation Model
When we apply the legitimacy explanation to the language
issue of School S , especially on the relation between the
principal and its main advisory committees, namely, the Executive
C o m m ittee a n d t h e A c a d e rn i c Co m m i t tee, w e c a n say that, the
committee provided the principal with the legitimacy he required
to justify his policy. These committees were, in some occasions,
impartial experts, and sometimes, representatives of involving
parties. In some special cases such as the language issue, the
principal simply discarded his committees and safeguard his
legitimacy as an open minded policy-maker by a participatory
a p proa c h . The stud y t h u s s t r o n g 1 y su g g e s t s t h a t 1 e g i. t i m a c y is n o t
only the concern of the s ta te or the governinent, bu t a genera 1
matter of concern of all actors in policy-making at all levels.
The study also suggests a new perspective of conflicts in
decision making i.e. conflicts of legitimacy. The conventional
theories of a conflict often base their arguments on either value
differences, competing economic interests or contrasting
political ideologies. All these conflicts are visualized in
conflicting alternatives, or policy outputs. The results of this
study tend to suggest another type of conflict of legitimacy.
One actor's legitimacy could undermine another's. The legitimacy
co n flic t. d i f f e r s 1 r o m t h e o t; h e r c on f 1 i c 1: 1 n t: h a t t: h e c o n f 1 i c t
lies on the process and not; the product of policy-making. In the
case of the allocation of teaching periods, the rising legitimacy
of the special committee could undermine the legitimacy of the
Executive Committee. In the case of language issue, there were
conflicts of legitimacy between the subject heads and the
Executive Comrni ttee .
The study also hinted that the various devices such as
search committee opinion survey of parents etc suggested in
the course o f the p c 1 i c y ma k i n g s e r v e d n o t o ri 1 y t h e p u r p o s e o f
deriving a more feasible alternative solution, but to fulfill the
leg! t i macy of d i f f e r e n t a c t ors . The r e i s a s econd - 1 e ve I
objective to be fu 1 f i 1 1 ed . Through a ''participatory approach,
the principal might act independently of his advisory committees.
On the other hand, the search committee could add much strength
to the Mathematics department heads in terra of impartiality and
objectivity of his proposal. Legitimacy is thus a second-level
objective to be tack1ed.
As concerning theory generating as discussed in Chapter
II, the present s t. u d y c a n s e r v e a s a n i 1 lustration of t h e
Organized Anarchy which i s regarded as a model closely
connected with the notion of Legitimacy. The Organized Anarchy
model assume that decisions are the product, of the outcome of the
confluence of four relatively independent streams at a given
time: choice opportunities, problem, solutions and participants.
(p.37)
The present study illustrated that
1. in the school context, the principal was the point of con-
fluence of the four independent factors that made up c
decision. He controlled the information flow and decidee
t hat ho w an agend a w a s formu1ate d.
2
a group of progressive teachers found that language issue
w
a way to express their wish for democratization of educa¬
tional system. The request for democratization in fact
existed before the language issue . 11 was un ti1 t h e
emergence of the language issue that such request found a
legitimate expression. It confirmed that problems and
solu tio n existed simu1 tane o usly 1oo kin g to r p airin g an d
coupling.
3 . In the present study, participants in the policy making e.g.
e
the teachers, left the arena of policy making as dictated by
t i m e and d e in a nd r a t h e r than by t h e o r g a n i z a t i on a 1 s t r u c t u r e .
Legitimacy and Policy-making in School Level in Hong Kong
The study of legitimacy perspective in educational policy
making started in the United States in 1970s. Many researchers
found the notion a feasible alternative to the well-versed
rationality model. It added to t he un derstanding of the
educational policy making. In the 1987, Cheng (1987) in his
study of the two episodes on educational policy making in Hong
Kong, namely, the Commission on the Review of Senior Secondary
Education (CRE) and OECD panel, concluded that
T h e co ncept of legitima c y in exp1 ainin g
p o 1 i c y - ni akin g p r o c esses proves to be a
worthwhile hypothesis and lends itself to
further re sear ch and theory b ui1ding.
(Cheng 1987:357)
Cheng's study confirmed that in educational policy making
process , ac tors r eac t ed wi t: h t he i n ten t ion of acqu 1 r i ng or
defending their 1 eg i t i maoy . I1 he present s I. udy while focused on a
ve-
school level, can identify that actors in a school level also had
their legitimacy to be acquired and defended. The concern of
the actors in policy making was not only the outcome but also
t h e p i o c ess . T h e n o t i o i i o f 1 e g i t i m a c y t h u s p r o v i d e s a n e w
perspective of understanding of education policy making in
different levels.
The presen t. s tudy i s a n over a 11 s tudy of i.nt erac t ion of
various actors of deci s i on maki ng in the process . 11 does con-
firm their respective r o 1 e s i n t h e p) r o c e s s . Howe v e r it does no t
differentiate the relative significance of individual actors arid
explain the reason. Future study may concentrate on individual
actors such as t lie supervisor far the principal whi ch may shade
more light on decision making in. school context.
The application of the legitimacy explanation in educational
po 1 i c y m a k i n g i s n e w t o t h e 1 o c a I s i t u a t i o n , so as t h e
ethnographic approach as adopted in lie study. 1 he study is a
bold and immature at. tempt to understand Hong Kong education
issues in a new perspective. It suggests that the Language Issue
in schools may no t b e r e s o 1. v o d i n a r a t i. o n a J way as rn a n y
believed and that a new concept legitimacy and new
methodology, namely, the ethnographic approach may open up a new
avenue of research on Hong Kong educational issues.
Aooendix 1
Guidelines on Interviewing Kev Informants
1 General Description
a. Please describe the decision making process of the
language issue in a chronological order.
b Please describe the meetingsdiscussion which you think
most important in reference to the decision making.
c What do you think is the major considerations in the
issue?
d Please describe the choice-making process in reference to




Who have been involved in the decision making? Why?
In reference to (a) whom do you think should not have
been included in the process? What is the reason?
c. Whom do you think possesses greater influence on the
choice making? What do you think is the reason?
d . Who else do you think should be involved in the process?
In your opinion, why were they not involved?
3 . Reflection
a. Do you think that the decision was well made in term of
procedure? Why do you think so:
b. Do you think the decision was well made in term of
fulfillment of its objectives? Why do you think so?
4 . Comparison
a . Please describe the normal practice of decision making of
issues similar to the language issue.
b. In what ways do the decision making conform t.c) or a1r el
Appendix II
Adainistrative Structure
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